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FOREWORD

The National Association of Secondary School Princi-
pals, ith the assistance of a distinguishLd national task
force. published a nos learning style instrument in 1986
the NASSP Learning Sty le Profile (LSP) The Profile is
second-generation technology. building on the research
and design of earlier ss or1; in the field. Its purpose is to
pros ide educators N5ith i ssell-alidated and eas\ to use
instrument for diagnosing the cognitise sty les. perceptual
response tendencies. and study 'instructional preferences
of middle level and senior high school students The
Profile offers school practitioners a xsax to personaliie the
instructional process. to identify the dominant stylish,.
characteristics of students. and to plan instruction accord-
ingly

The Learning Sty le Profile opens up new, asenues for
principak teachers. and students to creak caring and
effectise schools, places xs here learners and learning arc
important. xs here est:1-y student can be reasonabk suc-
ces Jul in acquiring the knoxs ledge and skills necessan for
a productne life Many ot the instructional implications of
differing student styles haw \ et to be imestigated. by.
one thing is certain. Students ssho understand their learn-
ing sty les and xsho exercise actne control O\
cognitise skills do better in school. The are better
adjusted. has e more posune attitudes toss ard learning.
and ach,cxe at higher les els than their less skillful peers.

The Profile pros ides. for the first time. easily usable
information on the cognime elements of stX le, as xs,_11 as

mea, ures of perceptual. affect: e. and enx immental
sty les (See Figure 1 for the relationships among the
sanous LSP subscales based on a human informati)n
processing perspechse ) Cognitne cont7ok (sty les) are
internal to the human information processing system and
are instrumental in ail learning If a student has good

X

cognan: skills. he or She is ready to learn ellicienth, and
successfully if a student lacks these shIls. trustranon and
tailun. are the hkely oukonics Volume I of this hand-
book pros ides octis Ines that are useful in enhancing,
cognitise

Nlua of the recent learmng sts lc literature has empha
wed the perceptual. motis ational. or ens ironmental as-
pects of sty le. Various x5ays to adapt the learmng en\ iron-
nu_nt to thes1/4. learner needs and pi-el-cremes arc presented
in Volume II of the handbook. These strategies and
deux itieS are based on the held xork of educators xsItil
xside experience in innosatis c sehook. They are keyed to
th,_ perceptual. study. and instructional elements of the
Profile.

The reality hov, es er. is that students ssith xseak cogni-
ti\ L. skills xs ill benefit little from an anaksis and matching
of these other style elemenh If students cannot process
information cffecti ely. es cn supportise learning ens iron-
muns ss ill 'le of little alue to them. Fortunately. cognitne
skills can Ex. strengthened. The exercises m Volume I of
thc handbook ar: designcd to support Logniti\ e mgmen-
tation or training

The cognithe elel:k:ats. then. are the starting point Vve
are grateful to John J:nkins. Charles Letter!. and Patricia
Rost_nlund fo: rising us a p, actical guide that makes
cognithe kiII eidia,,cement a reai possibility in the
school and classroo, ,etting. Fhanks ako are extended to
Nlarhn Languis of th Ohio State nhersth ho rc-
ILA\ ed Olume I. and Dax id P. Casanaugh. LSP raining

Coordinator. xsho re% iosed olume II. Mars ellLn Parker.
NASSP researLh associate. assisted xs ith the research tor
Volume li.

James \V Keele
NASSP Director of Research
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Figure 1. NASSP Learning Style Profile Subscale Relationships Basee. ..n a Human Information Processing
Model (James W. Keefe, 1988)*
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NotL. The relationships among perLeptual rcsponse subscaks and cognitiL. contrels are based on typical human
intormation processing patterns. The indiNidual responds to ettcroal or internal stimuli (perccptual mode), and the
information is automatically proLessed both sequentially and simultaneously. ThL. indo, idual exeiuscs pLrsonal preference
in processing mode to discriminate among sequential and simultaneous data. The data are further subiccted to analytic
and spatial controls, held in short-term or working memory, and thLn Lategorized in long-term memory (or rejected). This
procL.ssing dll takes place in the context of Nerhal-spatial, study, and instructional prderences The relationships among
the later tabscalLs are based on a second order factoi analysis conducted by the Learning Styles Task Force.
Verbal-Spatial preference is plaLed between coprition and context because it loaded with the cognito,e stNlcs in this
analysis hut relates to the context. Study time preferemes arc lbted betw Len study and instructional pa.ferem.cs because
they cross loaded in the analysis. (Sce the LSP Technical Manual for more detail.)



INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 1986. the National Association of Second-
ary School Principals published the Learning Styk Profile
(LSP), the newest and most sophisticated learning sty le
diagnostic instrument available ft), usc in secondary schools.
The instrument was the work of a task force of learning
style theorists and practitioners Ns ho have worked in the
area of learning style for many years The final product
was the result of four years of exhaustive study and
analysis.

The LSP yields independent scores on 24 discrete
elements of style. The elements are clustered into cogni-
twe skills, perceptuai responses, and instructional and
study preferences. The student profile provides diagnostic
information that can be used in planning and executing
instructional strategies for individual students and groups
of students.

Of the areas examined by the LSP, the cognitive skills
are ostensibly the most authoritative. if one considers the
number of years researchers have investigated them. Yet,
despite this experience, few specific strategies are avail-
able for school personnel to augment or remediate stu-
dent weaknesses in one or more of the cognitive elements.
Some clinical activities exist for helping individual stu-
dents, but these activities have not been available in one
source such as this nor have they been adapted for subject
use by classroom teachers

The augmentation or remediation of cognitive skill
weaknesses can be accomplished in two different ways.
Schools can establish a clinical center with one teacher
trained as a cognitive resource teacher to Ns ork with
students in small groups or one-to-one. Schools can also
train classroom teachers in specific subject areas to help
indiv iduals or small groups strengthen cognitive skill
weaknesses.

The purpose of this handbook is to prov ide school
personnel with practical suggestions that have been used
in both settings. They are the work of one teacher in
particular, Patricia Rosenlund, with input from several
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others who hav e worked with students in the P. K. Yonge
Laboratory School, University of Florida, Gainesville.
The practices are based on die work of teachers and
clinicians and the research of cognitive psychologists.

The clinical activities developed by Charles A. Letteri
for the cognitive skills of analysis. discrimination. catego-
rization. and memory served as the basis for seve.a' of the
activities in this handbook. Dr. Letteri heads a c!inic in
Burlington. Vermont, whose purpose is to augment cog-
nitive skill weaknesses in children ages 6-18. He also
assisted in the development of the cognitive skills labora-
tory at the P. K. Yonge Laboratory School. James W.
Keefe, NASSP research director, and Marlin Languis of
Ohio State University developed or adapted several of
the activities for the areas of analytic, spatial, discrimina-
tion, and categorization skill.

The activities should be used with consideration. Fur-
ther validation is needed to establish their potential to
enhance specific skills in students of different ages. We
hope that, as these activities are understood and used with
students, they will suggest other strategies with meaning-
ful applications in the various subject areas.

The exercises in this handbook are designed to aug-
ment each of the following dements:

ANALYTIC SKILL SIMULTANEOUS
SPATIAL SKILL PROCESSING SKILL
DISCRIMINATION SKILL MEMORY SKILL
CATEGORIZATION SKILL VERBAL-SPATIAL
SEO'JENTAL PREFERENCE

PROCESSING SKILL

Grade les el designations have been listed for each activity
based on our prior experience. These grade level desig-
nations can be adjusted as teachers see a need for
legitimate v ariations with individual students.

John M. Jenkins
P. K. Yonge Laboratory
School. 1989



ANALYTIC SKILL

Definition: To identify simple figures hidden in a com-
plex fiel& to use the critical element of a problem in a
different way'. (From Learning St)le Profile. Exanzazer's
Manual p. 5) The skill of analysis requires that the
studcrit break clow n an idea. concept, or problem into its
component parts and then put it back together again. The
purpose of analysis is to get a closer look at some complex
notion by looking at the salient parts. The analytical
person also comprehends the whole object or task, be-
cause he/she sees the mdiv idual parts that make up the
whole.

Sample Items from the LSP

One of the forms below is hidden in the complex
figure. The hidden form is the same size, same shape,
and facing the same way as one of the forms below.
Select the correct hidden form.

A. B. C.

AIIIIVA-
4°-"--
WON:ft

1

Simple Forms Complex Figure

These items are similar to items found in the Embed-
ded Figures Test and The Group imbedded Figures
Test developed by Herman Witkin et al. (1962).

Research Base

Witkin wrote of people being field dependent or field
independent based upon their ability to locate a familiar
figure located in a complex design. Field dependent
people find it difficult to overcome the influence of the
surrounding field or to separate an element from its
context. Field independent people do not. They can
attend to the familiar object without reliance on the
prevailing field.

Witkin observed that young children tend to perceive
in a relatively field dependent fashion, but as they grow
older they become more field independent. In this sense.
his findings are similar to those of Piaget (1947) who used
the term "global" to describe the perceptual behavior of

1

children and the term "analytical" to describe the percep-
tual behavior of older children and adults.

Pemberton (1952) stated that field independent sub-
jects were interested in "analytic" endeavors. Thus, a
connection was made between field independent behav-
ior and the cognithe skill of analysis. The converse. that
field dependent subjects were less analytic, could thus be
inferred.

It would seem that the tendency toward analysis is a
cognitive characteristic more likely to be found in intel-
lectually mature people than in the less mature. Thus,
students who possess the skill of analysis would seem to
do better in school. The analytic skill subscale measures
analyt: nonanalytic behaviors (contradictories). Learn-
ers who are more analytic also often tend to be global (the
opposite behavior) in that they are able to perceive the
parts of a problem and to reconstruct the whole.

Introduction of Analysis to Students: The purpose of
analysis is to get a closer look at a complex task by
examining the component parts. Students who do not
employ the skill of analysis may have difficulty re.cogniz-
ing individual items within a given problem or may not
know how to begin or proceed through a task.

In training for analysis. begin with a verbal and written
definition of the skill. You may want to use a simplified
version of the definition:

Analysisbreaking something into its basic. parts, in
order to solve a problem.

Introduce examples of analysis:

1. Sorting everyday items such as clothes. silvenvare.
foods, tools. etc.

2. In mathematics, breaking fractions into their com-
ponent parts.

3. In English, identifying v,ords as parts of speech
and/or salient facts (e.g.. names, places. objects).

4. In social studies. breaking a map into component
parts for naming or ,abeling (e.g.. c)untries, latitude,
climate zones, various symbols).

Hac students identify things that they do analytically.
Ask them how analysis might be helpful in completing
tasks or solving problems. Treating problems analytically
is not the only way to solve them, but it is an approach
that can assist students in solving problems efficiently.

The following practice activitiLs develop a step-by-step
approach to completing a task. The content examples
show how analysis can be used in all classroom activities.
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Cognitive
Skill: Analysis

Practice
ActMty: Identifying and Labeling

Objective: To recognize parts and combinations of sim-
ple figures.

Procedure: Use the following warm-up activities as a
way of introducing students to the skills of
analysisbreaking down a task into its com-
ponent parts.

Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade 1. Look at the square. Label each of the parts. Draw
each part separately.

2. Look at the circle Draw the parts that match the
letter combinations below.

AC BCE ACDE

DC ACE ABCD

3. Cirde the letters of the parts of the complete figure
that make the shapes below:

ABCD ABCD ABCD
4. Label each part of the circle. Draw each part

separately.

1 0



Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Analysis

Practice
Activity: Writing Directions

Objective: To critically examine a figure and systemat-
ically break it down into parts.

Materials: An activity worksheet for each student.

Procedare: Provide each student with an activity work-
sheet. In the first box students are to exam-
ine the figure and write a set of directions for
drawing that figure. Encourage the practice
of numbering the directions and using words
that communicate precise information. In
the second box students have the opportu-
nity to draw their own figures and write the
diNctions for them. Students may want to
read the directions to a partner to see if they
effectively communicate the information.

3

Analytic Skill: Writing Directions

Closely examine the design below. Write a set of
directions for drawing the design.

1.

2
3
4.

5.

6
7

8.

9
10

Draw your own design in the space below. Write the
directions for drawing the design in the space below.
Trade papers with a partner and see if he/she can use
your directions to accurately draw the design.

1.

2.
3.
4

5.
6

7.

8.

9

10.
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Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Analysis

Practice
Activity: Flowcharting

Objective: To break down a task systematically into
logical steps.

Procedure: Introduce flowcharting as a way to break
down a task into steps. A flowchart is a
diagram that represents a sequence of events.

It can be an effective way to write directions.
picture stages, show cycles, and teach a new
skill. Begin with an example of a task that
the class can break down as a group. One
possible t:,sk might be "How To Make a
Phone Call" (Black and Black. 1985).

Teacn the conynon symbols to use
as you complete the example

used for "start" and "stop"

used for actions or activities

used for questions at decision
points

used for answers at decision
points

used to show direction and
sequences

FLOWCHARTING A SEQUENCE
Steps in making a phone call

C START )
4

CORRECT
CHANGE?

FIND PHONE ET CHANGE

INSERT
MONEY

DIAL NUMBER
FIND NUMBER

I



( REJECT HYPOTHESIS)

Audience Level: 7th--9th Gride

Cognifive
Skill: Analysis

Content
Application: ScienceTHE SCIENTIFIC METHOD

Objective: To diagram the steps of the scientific method.

Materials, Science textbook or written information on
the scientific method.

Procedure: Review the symbols used in flowcharting and
instruct the students to diagram the logical
steps of .fie scientific method. This flowcharting
system can be utilized for conducting scientific

estigations throughout the year. By using
nis format the students can analyze any title
of study and proceed through the steps to
record their findings. They can develop a sim-
ilar cognitive network for any subject matter
that requires analysis.

Example: The Scientific Method
The goal of science is to establish pnnciples through a

logical, organized method of study called the scientific
method. Many different procedures are pai t of the scientific
method, but al( of them draw on a series of logical steps.

The first step in the scientific method is to identify the
problem. For example, a scientist might be interested in
acid rain. This pollutant forms when chemicals released by
cars and factories mix with moisture in the air and fall as
rain. A scientist might be curious about the affect of acid
rain on wildlife. Investigating all the animals that make up
"wildlife" would be impossible. Instead, the scientist would
focus on a smaller group of organisms. The researcher
might pose the question, "Does acid rain affect the devel-
opment of salamanders?"

After stating the problem as a clear question, the scientist
collects information in books and joumals. He or she then
develops a hypothesis, which is a proposed answer to the
question. The hypothesis can be based on information avail-
able to the scientist. It can also be an educated guess. The
hypothesis is a statement that can be tested.

Next, the scientist tests 'e hypothesis to see whether rt is
supported by evidence. The test of a hypothesis is an exper-
iment. To be valid, this expenment must be designed in such
a way that other scientists can repeat it. In order for an
expenment to be reproduced by other researchers, a scientist
must keep careful records. These records must state how the
expenment waz planned, how it was carried out, what equip-
ment was used, and how long it took.

The answer to a scientific question is formulated by
drawing a conclusion based on data, which are scientific
facts collected during the experiment. Before presenting a
conclun to the scientific community, a scieroist retests
the hypothesis several times. Later, other scientists repeat
the expenment until the hypothesis and the conclusions are
supported or rejected.

(Adapted from Biology. Goodman et al., 1986.)

Analytic Skill: Scientific Method

START )

IDENTIFY PROBLE/T1

IS THE
PROBLEM
STATED IN
A CLEAR

QUESTION?

COLLECT INFORMATION
ABOUT TOPIC

FORM A HYPOTHESIS

CAN THE
HYPOTHESIS

BE
TESTED?

CONDUCT AN EXPERIMEI4T
TO TEST THE HYPOTHESIS

LRECORD FINDINGS

DRAW A CONCLUSION

REPEAT EXPERIMENT

ARE
FINDINGS

SUPPORTED?

STOP

I r\
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Audience Le% el: 6th-12th Glade

Cutotitive
Skill: Analysis

Content
Application: EnglishlWriting

Objecthe: To apply analytic skill to a wnting assign-
ment by looking at an issue. topic, or object
from a new perspecthe

Procedure: Write a statement on the chalkboard.

Example: Every male at age 16 should serve
one year in a military training program.

Form small groups and assign the task of
writing . ree paragraphs in support of the
statement and three paragraphs against the
statement. Brine the entire group together
and generate a class list of pros and cons for
the issue.

Optional
Procedure: Choose a vacation.

Present the two acation packages listed
below and ask students to pick the vacation
they would prefer to take (record w ho picks
which vacation). Assign everyone the task of
writing a travel brochure promoting the va-
cation he/she did not choose.

Vacation Package #1:
A mountain climbing expedition with seven

of your fnends and an expenenced guide.

Vacation Package #2:
A stay at a tropical island beach resort

with two of your fnends.

Note: Both writing assignments are intended to promote
brainstorming and analy tical thinking

Audience Le%el: 6th-l2th Grade

Cognithe
Skill: Analysis

Conteni
Application: Social StudiesMAP SKILLS

Material: A map for each student or pair of students.
De%elop a worksheet that assists students in
preparing written directions from one place

another.

Procedure: Orient students to the symbols on the map
(mileage chart. borderlines. etc.). Have each
student locate the peint to begin the direc-
tions and establish riidelines for the trip: i.e..
map the fastest route or the most scenic
route. Model the first direction and then
allow independent work time. After every-
one has completed the activity, share the
results with the group and compare the
different ways that directions can be commu-
nicated. Have students determine which words
seem to communicate the information most
effecti% ely.

I (
x



Audience Leta Ilth-12th Grade
Cognitive
Skill: Analysis

Content
Application: American Histor)

Procedure: Di% ide the class into g.mups of three to seten
students. Appoint one student in each group
as facilitator and one student as recorder. Ask
the group to read the selections below and to
respond to each of the questions. Tne purpose
of this xtivit) to get students to anal)7e the
material and to respond to several thought
protoking questions. Allow enough time for
the students to read the selections, discuss their
answers to the questions. and arrive at a con-
sensus for each of the four questions. Discuss
the answers by hating spokespersons for each
group share the group's answer to each ques-
tion. The teacher should serve as the facilitator
for the total group discussion.

Ante: It is best to provide a short preliminar)
training session for group facilitators so that
they can learn the techniques to help all per-
sons in their groups to participate.

Example: Puntanism in New England
When the Puntans dropped anchor in Massachusetts

Bay in 1630, they brought with them, like tne Virginians, an
Old World heritage of values and institutions.

Unlike the Virginians who initially sailed to Arnenca in
search of precious metals or profitable raw matenals for
their English investors, the Puritans came as unrepentant
religious refugees. While the Virginians officially establzhed
the Church of England, the Puritans rejected the office
English church and established in Massachusetts a Calvin-
ist, Puntan faith that expected spiritual perfection in both
church and state.

From this stem, demanding faith soon evolved a church
largely independent of both Old World ties and religious
hierarchy, as they imagined the earliest Chnstian church to
have been. A Puntan meetinghouse was built in each town
where the local Puntan "Elect" saw to rt that both church
and town government were administered according to the
precepts of Puntan perfectability. This meetinghouse func-
tioned as a church, town hall, and often as a school so that
children would be able to read the Bible. It was the union of
religious and secular affairs that made seventeenth century
Massachusetts a theocracy, a strange throwback to imag-
ined New Testament times and a state of affairs that would
grow increasingly out of place in thP new land.

Unfike the London Company, which ,,xpecte..ri to profit
from its Virginia venture, the Massachusett,. Bay Company
was more concerned with finding a haveo for Puritan
dissenters. Another difference was that the oftic:.s of the
Massachusetts Bay Company sailed to America clutching
their character, determined to remain and personally over-
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see their "City Upon a Hill." Despite their stem rehgious
pnnciples, this difference in the two colonies made the
government of Massachusetts a model that the Virginia
House of Burgesses used.

Just as in Virginia, Massachusetts Bay struggled for
decades with senous Indian problems. Expanding inland,
Puntans inevitably faced increasingly hostile contacts with
tribes who refused to sell or be robbed of additional lands.
Indeed, a major reason for the banishment of Roger Williams,
besides his religious dissent, was his insistence on paying
Arnencan Indians for their land. Defeated Indian', were
either kired, sold into slavery, or forced into the Western
wilderness. No force seemed able to prevent the spread of
a technologically stronger culture.

What changed Massachusetts from an eIrtist, Puntan the-
ocracy with only nomirial ties to England, to a secular, royal
colony by 1700? One reason was political: after the defeat of
the Puritan Commonwealth in England, the king wished to
assert his royal prerogative in Massachusetts as his predeces-
sors had in Virginia In addition, the rise of a practical, suc-
cessful merchant class, the spread and i:olation of western
settlements, and the doubts and decreasing religious fervor of
the sons and daughters of the Elect brought about a dechne in
the perfectionist Puritan faith and influence.

By 1700, then, Massachusetts was a royal colony wrth an
elected assembly chosen by propertied, but no longer
necessarily Puntan, male voters. The Puntan theologian,
Increa.,,e Mather, predicted that "New England will be the
woefulest place in all America." But New England did not
bum in Mather's Hell; and this may be attnbuted, perhaps,
to the growing participation of men in the affairs of town and
colony and the parallel growth : new and distinctly Amer-
ican ways of thinking.

Questions:

I. Wh do you think the ari. Puritans rejected the
official Church of England?

1. How was the Puritan search for religious perfectionism
reflected !ri their form of got ernment, their religious
nal. their attitude toward euucation. and their attitude
of dissent')

3 What k rced the Puritans to he practical in spite of
their desik for perfectionism?

4. If you were a Puritan, how would you respond to the
charge of rnistreatnknt of the Ankrican Indians!

(Adapted from Polly Chase Cleary, Sarah Madison. and
Charles Mitsakos. Study America. New York- Bantam
Books, 1976. pages 38-40.)

Alternate
Topics: Topics for case studies are many.

Enghshlanguage arts. a charackr anals might he
de% eloped for short storks and not els. In sot ni.e. at--
counts ol vaginal eNperimLnts t.an he wonderful sourct_s
for student anal)sis. In sot wl studies. analyzing the moo-
ations of the lead pla)ers in ideo sitcoms can create
interest for most students.

I 5



Auiience Level. 6th-8th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: sis

Most of the activities and assignments that students are
asked to do require the use of analysis. When presenting
a comept. students can emphasize analysis by a step-by-
step presentation of the subject matter and a systematic
apr roach to the task.

Content
SlIggeStiollS

Reading
1. Break words into syllables. prefixes. and suffixes to

decode or define each word.
2. Examine the parts of a paragraph by identifying the

main idea and supporting details.
3 Extract the important parts (events) of a story and

arrange them on a timeline.

Writing
1. Use pre-writing activities to closely examine individ-

ual concepts and to better understand the subject.
2. Break a business or friendly letter into component

parts to examine their purpose.

Math
1. Break down wi r problems to determine the appro-

priate steps to soh, the problem.
2 Step by step. focus on the procedures required to

complete an equation.

[ 2x - 4 = 6
2x-4 +4 = 6 +4

2x = 10
(1/2 )2x = 10(1/2 )

x = 5

Equation: Think Steps:

1. Add 4.
2. Combine terms.
3. Multiply by 1/2.
4. Combine terms.
5. x= 5.

Social Studies
I. Break dow n the mayg eents of a historical confron-

tation (World War 1. World War U. Amencan Rex -
olution).

2. Examine individual historical concepts to better
understand their meaning and to 1.1ov,, their rela-
tionship to other concepts (e.g.. industrialism, pov-
erty. freLdom. communism. democracy ).



SPATIAL SKILL

Definition: To identify geometric shapes and rotate
objects in the imagination: to r, ognize and construct
objects in mental space. (From Learning Style Profile
Examiner's Mama/. p. 5) Students with strong spatial
skills are able to visualize an object from different per-
spectives. They are able to attend to more aspects of that
object because they see it from different viewpoints. By
rotating the object in their mind's eye, the stronger spatial
students can see distinguishing characteristics that other
students miss. Because they have a better picture of the
object or idea, they can better see where it fits into
categories of information they already possess. Strong
spatial learners can create spatial models to represent
concepts. They have the ability to identify replicas of a
geometric pattern. They see key elements when objects
are represented spatially and can recognize these same
elements in different settings.

Sample Items from the LSP

These squares will fold into a box which is open at
the top. Which letter would mark the BOTTOM of
the box?

.11

ci

This sheet of paper has holes in it.
How will the paper look if folded on
the dotted lines?

Ar.0.,

How many squares can you find in the shapes below?

39.

40.

A.6 6.8 C.10 0.12 E.14

A.9 6.10 C.12 D.13 E.14

Research Base

On the basis of factor analytic studies, spatial skills can
be characterized in terms of two major components,
spatial orientation and visual representation. Spatial orien-
tanon refers to an individual's frame of reference, the
point in space from which he or she perceives the
environment and the information in that environment
(French. Ekstrom. and Price. 1963). In one view, it is
based on certain inhented behavioral proclivities (Harris.
1981). Visual representatson refers to the individual's abil-
ity to picture the movement of objects in space. very often
three-dimensional space (French. Ekstrom. and Price,
1963). Sex differences in spatial skill have been found in
numerous studies (Harns. 1981). It has been reported that
males excel in rotational task., (Metzler and Shepard.
1974) and in the folding of a two-dimensional geometric
pattern into a three-dimensional figure (Bennett. Sea-
sho,-e. and Wesman. 1959). Males also show superiority in
a sense of direction or way finding (Harris. 1981).

Whether or not spatial skills are amenable to change
has been imestigated by a number of researchers with
sarying conclusions. What is known, however, is that
regardless of differences attributed to sex. many males
and females in the middle of the distribution have like
skills. There is also reason to suspect that. as children
grow older. the differences in spatial skill recorded earlier
in life are reduced es en if not entirely eliminated (Sutton-
Smith, 1977: McGuiness. 1976).

Strong spatial skills are likely to support success in
mathematics. geography. chemistry., and physics.

Introdudion of Spatial Skill to Students: This skill
involves visuel processing whereby the student visualizes
a change in perspeci!e It is important initially to observe
students' spatial performance to (1.2termine if they hae
patial deficits or are merely approaching problems inef-

fecti% ely.

When introducing spatial skills, begin with the defini-
tion Provide students w ith a serbal and written evplana-
tion of the skill.

Introduce examples of spatial skills. such as:
I. Arranging figures in a given space.
2. Building a model and assembling objects.
3 Examinmg something from seseral perspectives.
The generic activit.es below provide practice in the use

of this skill: the content examples demonstrate how
spatial skill, are inherent in many classroom activities.
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Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade Connect the rune circles below by drawing
only three lines, without lifting your pencil.

Cognitive
Skill: Spatial

Practice
Activity: Spatial Thinking

Objective: To help stu vents approach spatial tasks in
non-linear ways of thinking.

Materials: A 1/4 vy of this worksheet for each student.

Procedure: Without lifting the pencil off the paper or
retracing any lineF. trace over these figures.

000000000



Audience Lod- hth-12th Grade
Cognitive
Skill: Spatial

Practice
Activity Line Smmeti-

Objective: To alert students to the concept and some
examples of line symmetry

Materials: A copy of this worksheet for each stuuent.
Hme sev :Jai small mirrors a ailable for dem-
onstration and sharing.

Procedure: The circle is the most smmetric of all two-
dimensional figures. Any line through the
center of a circle is a line of sy mmetry

A good test of \S hether a two-dimensional
figure has line sy mmetr) is to fold the figure
along the assumed line of s)mmetry. The
figure is symmetrical if each line of the figure
on one side of the fold matches the corre-
sponding line on the other side.

I I

You can also test tor line smmetrv
placing a mirroi along the assumed line and
checking whether the half figure and its
image are identical to the original figure.

Have students check common designs, logos.
and trademarks like the following for line
symmeti-y Do all these figures have s mme-
try of line?

1.

3. 4.

The International Han eAer logo reproduced by pe.nmsion Of
1 I Cae Company. Racine. Wi

Another interesting variation is to check
pictures of people and u'ojects from newspa-
pers and magaimes tor line symmeti-y. Use
the folding technique and the mirrors to
veritv individual judgments

()
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Audience LeN el: nth-l2th Grade How many triangles can vou find in these

Cognitive
Skill: Spatial

Activity: Pattern Recognition

Objective: To identify identical but different-F:zed forms
within a larger figure or shape.

Materials: A copy of this worksheet for each student or
an overhead transparency showing the fig-
ures.

Prnt.uure: How many Aquares can you find in the shape
below?

shapes?



Audience Level: othi2th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Spatial

Activity: Cubes

Procedure: All the cubes below have different _Iiiiliol.s
on each of their six sides. Compare each pair
of cubes to decide whether they are of the
same design or different ones. The first pair,
for example, are the SAME. If the right cube
is flipped so that the triangle is facing you
and the circle is on the right, the square
would be hidden and the small triangles
could appear. The two cubes could be the
same. Look at the other pairs and circle , our
choice of answer.

1. SAME
DIFFERENT

3. SAME
DIFFERENT

5. SAME
DIFFERENT

o
7. SAME

DIFFERENT

13

(Adapted from Educational Testing Service Cube Com-
parison Test.)

2. SAME
DIFFERENT

4. SAME
DIFFERENT

6. SAME
DIFFERENT

8. SAME
DIFFERENT
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Audience Level: 6thl2th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Spatial

Activity: Pattern Folding-Matching

Objective: To practice imagining how three-dlmensional
geometric shapes look when unfolded.

Materials: Assembled model patterns 1 and 2.
A copy of the shape choic.es fr each student
or pair of students.

Procedure: Cut out and assemble both gc.;)n etric two-
dimensional models. Have tuden , ,%.'scribe
model 1 (how many sides, what shapes car
be identified). Distribute tke shane cnoice
sheet (next page) and have each student or
pair of students predict how trildel 1 will
look unfolded. When the predic:ory have
been heard, partially unfold ihe model and
ask the class how their predict ions are hold-
ing up. After completely unfolding model I.
allow the stadents to the figure with
the completed shapes on the choice sheet.
Repeat the procedure for model 2.

MODEL 1

FOLD LINES

MODEL 2

FOLD LINES
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SHAPE CHOICES FOR MODEL 1 Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

A.

B.

C.

SHAPE CHOICES FOR MODEL 2

A.

B.

C.

Cognitive
Skill: Spatial

Many classroom activities and assignments require
students to use spatial skills. When presenting a concept,
reinforce analytic skills by demonstrating a step-by-step
approach and then emphasize spatial skills by using
visuospatial activities.

Content
Suggestions:

Math
1. Geometric problems and figures
2. Reading, plotting, and interpreting graphic relation-

ships

Social Studies
1. Map reading
2. Planning a model community by arranging thL build-

ings and roads.

9 (Th
I. J 0



DISCRIMINATION SKILL

Definition: To visualize the important elements of a
task; to focus attention on required detail and moid
distractions. (From Learnin,e Style Profile Exanzmer's
Manual, p. 5) Discriminatio, Kill is the cognitive process
of attention in action. Strength in this skill means that the
student attends to the important components of a task
and rejects distractors or irrelevant components. Discrim-
ination involves being able to diseLm what is important,
and to focus on that aspect of the task. When new
information is presented, students with strong discrimina-
tion skills are able to focus on the critical information and
to filter the relevant from the less relevant details.

Sample Items from the LSP

In the illustration below is a sample circle. Compare the
SIZE of the sample with the SIZE of each of the other
circles around it. Do not measure the circles. Mark either
A, B, or C on your answer sheet for each circle.

A. if the circle is smaller than the sample
B. if the ci,-cle is larger than the sample
C. if the circle is the same size as the sample

0
SAMPLE

Research Base

The original research on discrimination referred to the
skill as focusing (Schlesinger, 1954). Schlesinger saw fo-
cusing as involving two elements: a tendency to nari
awareness, and a tendency to separate emotion from the
idea. In the latter domain, he found focusers to be more
attuned to the objective than the subjective features of a
situation.

17

This earlier definition of discrimination was reinter-
preted by Gardner et al. (1959) to describe focusers as
indixiduals who deploy attention and scan many aspects
of experience rather than only a few. The good focuser is
a person who discriminates by virtue of having more
information froth which to make a judgment. Attention
can be more narrowly directed on this broader database.
The focuser/discriminator constantly scans the environ-
ment and is more aware, the nonfocuser is more rigid in
what he/she sees.

Narrowness of xiew was described by Piaget. Vinh-
Bang, and Manta lon (1958) as the cause of both under-
and overestimation of the size of certain objects. Errors
in estimation of size are less likely to occur in those
indh iduals NN, h o scan a situation before locusing their
attention.

Introduction of Discrimination to Students: Describe
this skill as an important one for determining relevant
information. The skill involves attending to important
elements and ignoring distracting information.

When introducing discrimination, begin with a verbal
and written definition of the skill.

Discriminationto focus your attention on important
information while ignoring distractions.

Identify distractions in the classroom such as air condi-
tioners, hallway noises, someone tapping a pencil, thoughts
about lunch, etc. There are many environmental distrac-
tions and also distractors that appear on every page of
written work. When a student is asked to do a page of
math problems, he or she must focus on the different
numl,,:rs and the operations required to compute the
problem Even this variety of stimuli can constitute a
distraction.

The following activities NN, dl pros ide direct pi actice in
discrimination skill. The content examples show how
discrimination is a necessai y pait of every lesson
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Cognitive
Skill:

Practice
Activity: Visual Attention

Objective: To focus attention on small differences in
size.

Materials: This worksheet for each student.

Procedure: CompaN the size of the insIde circle in each
of the figures below with the standaai. Circle
S for smaller, B tor bigger, or = for the
same

Audience Level: hth-12th Grade

Discrimination

1. S B =

5. S B =

9. S B =

13 . S B =

THIS IS THE STANDARD

2 S B =

0
C S B =

10. 5 B =

14. S B =

3. S B =

.)
7. S B =

1 f S B =

15. S B =

9
A.c-,, t;

4. S B =

8. S B =

12. S B =

16. S B =



Audience Lod: nth-I 2th Grade
Cognitive
Ski II: Discnnimation

Practice
Activity: Scanning

Objecthe: "lo locate specific information ard to ignore
dist raction5

Materials: One copy of the scanning worksheet lor
every student.

Procedure: !lase each student examine thc scanning
worksheet and note the nonsense paragraphs.
Instruct students to use a systematic scan-
ning motion (left to right, top to bottom) and
mark only the designated letter.

Trial One
Time the students for 30 seconds and instruct tl:.2ni to

mark only the letter (select any letter). After 30
seconds, have the students count the number of letters
they marked correctly mid note any incorrectly marked
letters.

Trial Two
Repeat the procedure using a different letter. Poll the

class to determine if scores impros ed. You may wan, to
examine -,ny diffeiences that arise because of particular
letters that you selected. For example, lowercase lettef
"s- may be easier to locate than "p'' or "1;2'

Trhil Three
On the third day. try scanning for two letters. Ask if it

was more difficult to focus on II, dditional information

19

SCANNING SKILL

Sco-e: correct
incorrect

TRIAL ONE: SCAN FOR I E1TER .

lens) aldji kjana dhsdis a skusjskja mcieow aias sludfe
Luso jo asdywa ayrw ohkj dka xmnkah (lk kzilkc% vj akur
dfjnImeh astpv gjtu thoe. djdkdi wyr ituzx. whyt eteoqk

rtghuf, eieo. itug. oqwlo bkvfhty khju I hip wpolk
fjgueowk flid kguwdgf gungu vk. figghph ghqwb cru dgue
skuf sksdiu sudf fay a ufde. sdytfe fyiw fliknin. eiursn
ski sc zhs I'sufy Ifuor) syho jghin gjYrilsu qysd hs skddg
sns .iaseukh jdgh Amy dhdye hdf) fjfu fsmvcnv dhds
euic sklie sjh cmns aiakl iaug uka cksfnakvk vnkfd.

Score: correct
incorrect

TRIAL TWO: SCAN FOR LETI-ER
. .

sdfd dhvk ksdlugf kosf soli sdois jfoi djlik svsf fh skdy
jdysh dksu jdwod vjlmsfoeu zjy siyu Is jsojso fjido akj sfu
jsdof jgi fjr sjiof pide lie dj fieii skf seui dl sfie ahg
soidf dkowm t jgi jrio odla skseof gn sjdf. fjod. dshfws
chuli. efy swefusjfy hdf ssellkt. sdf vbn jpy ghkuj guh gjhb
ruylkaf sjghs sg sskf ui rjgj df aiuqi I khf. sifue kcjg akj laks
hse eruyoq ojfho jkj oieur sjdhf au ofd aoy aou) jzjlf al
fholnc vhshvc sdjs ieru liii shkvc gfd tvtw iug In khtuqd
qewy ruridg dheu to

Score: correct
incorrect

TRIAL THREE: SCAN FOR LEITERS

jdsh 1-,..! ow iekj ljgpw I susnch elms h 111,tgrN1 ekihig
quye toi dljh sii dljjkop pnop jodk kbjklk eouj kfjk qj
quye otj, eruy. jri. erbqjflio jfunf re ytrytu rewi otu jh
gip gn rcxid bnv rexcsdaWq pokjgf hdgdv mnb qoqeiy
b en Ihdj wuwy oxjf yfhfe filiwxbvc jwjs oklq jsoqi tlkil
jpyg nmwu wadlb fkl filet lokchp skhn sdiduf Nola lkn she

ieu kljs fop eoiw gpoisp pownfk kjfh niscn quvw eyo
eem fik osaiu lskjp all) asd s 01)0k Vikj spoief





Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Disu imination

Transfer
Activity: Hidden Words

Objet1::: To locate words hidden in the grid and to
ignore irrelevant information.

Procedure: Encourage students to scan the grid below
from the top left to the bottom right. Look
for the first letter of each word. When a
letter is found, examine all alternatives around
the letter. proceeding clockwise until (includ-
ing diagonals) the possibilities are matched
or eliminated. The exercise encourages care-
ful attention and systematic procedares in
the processing of information. It requires no
sophisticated reading or comprehension skills.

CD BE Y E S1A X WI I IS H VI
UVO I CETHF AIT1H ER1
T M.0 A M E I A L'F XIS L WI
KEEPOGLRHAPIHEO
TRUE ARLDFCL1OF,0
B TOL DOGFCEAIWTID
U NIT I L W R,0 C'K C X Y1S
A AIG A I N D'E A'C EID FIG

D FIA,L11_C RIO S S C B1 I R

CAN YOU FIND-
1. VOICE 2. FACE 3. CAME 4. ROCK
5. HARD 6. UNTIL 7. KEEP 8. BIRD
9. TRUE 10. SHOW 11. CROSS 12. LEFT

13. CAT 14. TOLD 15. PLACE 16. STOP
17. EYE 18. STILL 19 WOODS 20. GROW
21. WISH 22. FATHER 23 AGAIN 24. FALL

21

Audience Level oth-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Discrimination

Transfer
Activ ity: Hidden Numbers

Objective: To locate specific numbers hidden in the
grid.

Procedure: Ask students to scan the grid from right to
left, beginning at the top right and scanning
across each row. (Some numbers are listed
right to left.) Look for the first digit in the
number and scan clockwise around it until
the possibilities are matched or eliminated.

61I317121615191217i8151217 3814
814171215i81116151916181615 4i1I6
319141113121615121814131119 712 4

71516121817191311 719181314! 5M 3
411i91612111b14191613121711 712 8

215161419111612141217 5l3!9 38 1

6181415i2171413171911 81413 7i2 9

21917191311191411'815 31614 83 1

31511!31815171512,61 71119 318 5'
6;916121417181911:514 51612 98 4,

1181315;61216;1174!3
.

1:417
.

63 91

2 9i1;819 7!6'519;4 5,7'8;3 51,2

A. Can you find:
1. 6439 4. 6741 7. 7943
2. 7573 5, 5384 8. 7469
3. 5628 6. 9576 9. 4456

10. 6242

B. Can you find six (6) consecutive numbers that add
up to 14?- in a straight line or a diagonal.
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Audience Lod. High School

Cognith e
Skill: Discrimination

Transfer
Acthity: Hidden Meanings

Objecthe: To ideniiR words with certain mLanings and
to locate thm in the grid.

Procedure: Students should first think of the more otwi-
ous words that match the definitions bdow
Scan the grid from the top left to the bottom
right. Look for the first letter of the word
you think has the hidden meaning. When a
first letter is found. examine in all directions
around the letter. proceeding clockwise until
the possibilities are matched or eliminated.
(This exercise requires some Nocabulary
skills.)

C A 0:YiT DIRIAIG11-11M10 ln I IEI-(E
N E ClHi0:01P10RIIINIS TIEIAIDIN

Z B NIY!A!CIOIE1HIEIVIB

U!TiNITIMIPIAJIIIE
EIDIMIEIL

FJEIAIRIDE A

R H NIRIE!COIRINIOISIC RIXITiBIN
011ICIOIJIfilN.V:HF.N

0 A D!AiVIRILIOISIUII1A
Il

IMIRIWRIiTir OElEIR, I
I

R P

T P R;OIMIAIJIBIEINIEIA TIHIB;T:K;
D E C413;V ZIEWIRIEIZ,P EID'O!E P
KIN I ,F E 1v1;11Y1XY;W!N (.;;Ip O'N'Y

Can you find words that mean:
1. response to a question 14.

2. under something 15.

3. to purchase 16.

4. the middle Of
5, one who helps you 17

when you are sick 18

6. to pull along 19

7. the repinktion of a 20

sound 21.

8. be afraid of 22

9. beginning of the kne 23

10. to make a present of 24.

11, to occur or come about 25
12. in place of, rather than 26
13. tnp 27

a cutting instrument
branch of a tree
a thing exactly like
another
close to
many times
small horse
cairn, little noise
take away
to look at
the highest point
below something
to pay a call upon
12 months
nothing

Audience Lod. 6th-9th Grade

Cognithe
Skill: Discrimination

Content
Application: Language Arts: Descriptwe riling

Objecthe: To focus attoltion on the details of a setting
or character and write a paragraph to i Idly
describe it.

Materials: Pictures of arious settings and characters.

Procedure:, Present each student, or small group of
students, with a picture of a setting or per-
son. Instruct them to carefully examine the
picture and to note as many of the details as
possible. Ha\ e them write a paragraph to
uescribe the picture. After eAeryone has
finished w riling. collect the pictures and para-
graphs. Display the pictures in a place isible

to the enure class and select one paragraph
to read. As you read. ha e students decide
which picture the paragraph describes. Dis-
cuss particular words that help communicate
the images and thL detwls that communicate
a more exact picture to the reader.

Variation: Ha e the students read a descripthe para-
graph and draw a detailed picture of what is
described.

Paragraph Examp;e:
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
A Mother in Mannville

The orphanage is high in the Carolina mountains.
Sometimes in winter the snowdnfts are so deep that the
institution is cut off from the village below. from all the
world. Fog hides the mountain peaks, the snow swirls
down the valleys, and a wind blows so bittei iy +Pat the
orphanage boys who take the milk twice daily to the
baby ,:ottage reach the door with fingers stiff in an agony
of numbness.

Reprinted lx ith permission ot Charles Scribner \ Sons. an imprint
of Macmillan Pubhshing Co . trom A Mother in Mann% ille" in
111u a she lappoons by NI.Jrpme N innan RaNxlings Copynght
1940 Marione Knnan Rav.hngs. copyright rencmed 1968 Nor-

ton Raskin

2



Audience Level: 6th--8th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Discrimination

Content
Application: Social StudiesReading Charted

Information.

Materials: A chart and a question sheet for every
st udent.

Objectilet To practice attending to specific information
that is containei within a complex listing.

Procedure: Pro% ide each student with the charts on the
next page and guide them in breaking down
the information. Ask what information is
provided on the charts and then begin to
look at the specific columns of information.
After the students understand the format of
the chart, present them with the eight ques-
tions that require them to locate discrete
information. To practice using discrimina-
tion skills the students must attend to specific
information and ignore other distracting in-
formation. Monitor the students' accuracy
and compare answers after everyone has had
time to work independently.

.Vote: Analytic skills are also needed for this exercise.

13

DISCRIMINATION SKILL: QUESTIONS ABOUT
CHARTED INFORMATION

TEMPERATURES: NE NATION
1. What city(s) had temperatures higher than 98 on

Friday?
2. On Sunday, what city(s) forecasted a temperature of

51?

3. For today's forecasted temperatures, what city pre-
dicts the coolest temperature?

4. What is the temperature high and the low for Omaha
on Friday?

5. Describe today's weather in Grand Rapids.

TEMPERATURES: THE WORLD

6. What city(s) outside the United States repoited tem-
peratures below 30?

7. Describe the weather in London.
8. What are the temperature lows and highs between

Brussels and New Delhi?

o:3 ;')
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TEMPERATURES: The nation
Temperatures on left indicate previous day's high and

overnight low.Tomorrow's temperatures and outlook are

in the right columns.

Cities Fri. Today Sun.

Albany, N.Y. .. 73/46 81/54 m 79/70 cdy
Albuquerque . 88/67 91/65 cdy 90/64 cdy
Amanllo ... 89/65 89/64 cdy 89/64 cdy
Mchorage .. 62/49 65148 cdy 67149 cdy
Asheville . . 90/63 88'63 cdy 90/64 cdy
Atlanta . 99175 96/74 cdy 97/73 cdy
Atlantic City . .. 69/62 74/59 dr 83/65 cdy

Austin . 93/71 94/70 cdy 95172 cdy
Baltimore 81/63 87/60 dr 69/68 cds,

Billings 99/72 98/66 cdy 100/66 cdy
Bwmingham .. 97/71 96/72 cc../ 96/72 cdy
Bismarck . .... . 100/68 ,i/56 clr 93/55 clr

Boise . .... . 95/64 100/67 cdy 94/71 cdy
Boston . . 65/57 77/57 cid,/ 82/64 rn

Brownsville . 92/72 92/72 cdy 92/73 cdy
Buffalo 79/47 84/64 rn 74/67 coy
Burlington. Vt. 71/40 79/56 m 76169 cdy
Casper 102/67 90/61 cdy 91158 cdy
Charleston S.C... ......... 88/79 92/75 cdy 94/74 dr
Charlton, WVa. . 91/64 93/65 clr 87/71 cdy
Charlotte. N.C. ....... . 89/72 90/70 cdy 95/71 cdy
Cheyenne . 95/62 85/60 cdy 83/58 cdy
Chicago 92/63 102/73 clr 78/65 dr
Cincinnati . ... .. 92/63 97/68 cdy 88/73 cdy
Cleveland . .... 79/53 93/66 cdy 75/67 cdy
Columbia. S C . .. .. 99/73 95/71 cdy 96/70 dr
Columbus. Ohio .... .. ..... 88/57 94/66 cdy 83/70 cdy
Concord, N H... .. .. 72/46 75/45 m 76/61 rn

Dallas-Ft Worth ... 9&72 94/74 cdy 95/74 cdy
Dayton . .. . 90/56 94/67 Li:1y 85172 cdy
Denver 99/64 95/64 cdy 92/64 cdy
Des Moines 102/74 100176 dr 90/68 clr

Detroit ... 82/58 91/68 cdy 79/62 dr
Duluth .. . 85/45 78/64 dr 77/51 clr
El Paso - .. 95/72 94/69 coy 93/69 cdy
Evansville .... . 99/71 100/74 dr 93/76 cay
Fairbanks 61/54 72148 cdy 75/50 clr

Fargo . .... .. 94/66 89/65 clr 90/55 dr
Ragstaff .... 87/56 84/55 m 82/51 m

Grand Rapids .. . . 87/56 92/71 cdy 78/61 dr
Great Falls . 89/66 95/55 cdy 92/63 m
Greensboro, N C . 78/70 88/67 cdy 92/68 cdy
Hartford ... . . . 75/46 80/51 cdy 82/66 m

Helena ... 91/65 94/56 m 90/60 m

Honolulu ... ... 88/73 88/74 dr 89/74 clr

Houston .. 83/74 88/73 m 93/73 m

Indianapohs .. . 95/66 98175 cdy 86/72 cdy
Jackson. Miss 96/73 94/72 cdy 93/74 cdy
Juneau .. . 58/49 66/46 m 62/48 cdy
Kansas Dry. . . 103/75 103175 clr 91/72 clr

Las Vegas .. . 107/80 103/80 clr 102/75 clr

Little Rock 99/76 95/75 cdy 96/75 cdy

Los Angeles 76/59 79/59 dr 82/60 dr
Louisville 97/70 97/76 dr 91/76 clr

Lubbock 96/66 89/66 cdy 89/65 cdy
Memphis . .. 98/77 98178 cdy 98/79 cdy
Midland-Odessa . 93/65 90/67 cdy 89/67 cdy
Milwaukee . . 91/65 94/74 cdy 70/61 dr
Mpls-St Paul 101/70 87/69 clr 83/62 clr

Nashville . . . 102/75 100/76 cdy 99/77 cdy
New Orleans . 100/73 90/75 m 91/75 m

New York City 81/61 83/63 cdy 82/68 cdy
Norfolk, Va. . .. 74/66 84/64 clr 92/70 cdy

North Platte . . 102/74 96/67 clr 91/63 clr

Oklahoma City . 95/74 96/72 clr 99/74 clr

Cities Fri. Today Sun.
Omaha . . . . 101/77 98/74 dr 91,69 dr
Philadelphia . ... 83/60 87/60 dr 89/67 cdy
Phoenix 108/90 108/85 cd, 108185 cdy
Pittsburgh . .. . ..... 87/50 89/61 m 79/67 cdy
Portland. Maine . 71/45 65/47' cdy 74/57 m

Portland. Ore . 82/50 83/57 dr 76/59 cdy
Providence .. 73/53 76/53 cdy 80/63 m
Raleigh . . . 80/71 88168 cdy 93/69 cdy
Rapid City ... . 106/69 90/66 dr 93/63 dr
Reno .. . .. . 103/62 93/63 m 90/57 clr
Richmond . 80/68 89/65 dr 93/70 cdy
Sacramento -- 103/65 94/65 dr 88/58 cir
St Louis ... ..... .... 102'76 103/81 dr 94/77 dr
Salt Lake City .. 102/69 99/71 dr 96169 cdy
San Antonio . . . 95/69 95/70 coy 96/73 cdy
Sen Diego . . .. .. 71/62 72162 clr 74/62 clr

San Francisco . . 67/55 66/55 dr 70/54 cdy
San Juan, P.R .. ... . . . 90/77 91/76 m 90/76 cdy
St Ste Mane ... - ........ 59/49 76/56 cdy 67/47 cdy
Seattle .. .. . . . . 77/52 83/55 dr 72155 cdy
Shreveport .. .. .. .. ...... 93/72 92/73 cdy 93/74 cdy
Sioux Falls . .... ... . ... 107/75 92/73 dr 90/62 dr
Spokane .. . .. . ...... 83/51 91/54 dr 86/64 cdy
Syracuse . ........ .. . .. 73/45 83/58 m 76/67 cdy
Topeka . 100/65 99/70 dr 95170 dr

... . 106178 105/74 cdy 105/73 cdy
Tulsa 98/74 98/76 dr 99/77 dr
Washington. D.C. - - --- . 81/67 88/65 dr 91/73 cdy
Wichita .... ... .. . 100/68 99/70 dr 97/71 clr
WrIkes-Barre 79/48 82/56 dr 86/68 cdy
Wilmington. Del 80/58 84/58 dr 87/67 cdy

TEMPERATURES: The world
Temperatures and weather conditions from midnignt

to midnight on previous day; m indicates missing infor-
mation.

Amsterdam ... 59 55 cdy Lisbon . 73 81 cdy
Athens 88 64 cdy London 66 57 cdy
Auckland .. 61 46 dr Maand 79 59 clr
Bangkok .. 93 81 dr Manila . 90 77 m

Barbados 89 78 cdy Mexico Cit'y . 71 57 m
Beipng .... 77 68 cdy Montreal . . . 66 52 cdy
Beirut . 82 66 dr Mosco: . . 79 59 CD'

Belgrade . 72 61 cdy Nairobi . . 73 54 dr
Berlin . 63 50 m Nassau . 89 77 cdy
Bogota . 64 50 cdy New Delhi 94 76 cdy
Brussels . 70 46 dr Nhcosla 90 64 dr
Budapest 75 57 dr Oslo . 84 66 cdy
B'Aires . 64 46 dr Pans . 72 55 m

Cairo . . 90 70 dr Rio . m m m
Calgary . 81 55 cdy Rnme .. . 84 63 cdy
Caracas . 82 64 m San Juan . . 92 75 cdy
Copenhagen . 72 5u dr Santiago 61 38 dr
Dublin . 72 50 clr Sao Paulo m m rn

Frankfurt 68 46 dr Seoul 84 68 dr
Geneva 75 61 dr Sngapore 86 79 cdy
Harare 73 50 cdy Stockholm 75 66 dr
Havana 89 76 cdy Sydney 64 46 dr
Helsinki 66 57 cdy Taipei 90 79 cdy
Hong Kong 79 77 rn Tel Aviv et 70 dr
Istanbul 72 59 cdy Tokyo 73 68 m
Jerusalem 75 57 dr Toronto 68 55 cdy
Jo'burg 63 32 dr Vancouver 63 52 cdy
Kiev 72 57 cdy Vienna 70 58 dr
Lima 65 56 cdy Warsaw 61 52 cdy



Audience LeNel: 6th-Sth Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Discrimination

Content
Application: Social StudiesStock Market

Materials: A pictorial stock market page and a question
sheet.

Procedure: Give each student a pictorial stock market
report. Ask them to scan the chart to see %that
information s recorded and in %that format.
They may work individuall y. in pairs. or in
small groups. After the ha% e become familiar
%vith the chart ghe them the specific questions
at the nght. All the information needed to
answer the questions is contained in the stock
marlt et report.

COMPANY

Questions About the Pictorial Stock Market Report
1. Write the names of all the automobile companies.
2. Write the names of all the television companies.
3. Write the names of all the electric companies.
4. Write the names of all the food companies.
5. Wnte the names of all the companies that had a

positive change from Monday.
6. Wnte the names of all the companies whose low on

Tuesday was below 9.
7. Write the names of all the companies whose low on

Tuesday was below 6.
8. Write the names of all the companies whose last on

Tuesday was below 6.
9. Write the names of all the companies whose last on

Tuesday was the same as the high on Tuesday.
10 Write the names of all the companies whose last on

Tuesday was the same as the low on Tuesday.

PICTORIAL STOCK MARKET REPORT

Study this graph from the stock market page of a newspaper.

CHANGE FROM MONDAY TUESDAY HIGH TUESDAY LOW LAST ON TUESDAY
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Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Discrimination

Every task requires the use of discrimination skills.
During lectures, students must focus on important infor-
mation auditorily: when given a written task they must
focus on the information visually In either case, many
distractions must be ignored to successfully complete the
task.

Content
Suggestions:

Reading
1. Any reading task that requires the student to look

for specific information
2. Pre-reading activities that require the student to

preview or scan for information
3. Seek and Find activities

Math
1. Word problems tlat require the student to attend to

the important and relevant data while ignoring de-
scriptive information

2. A series of related problems that requires the stu-
dent to focus on the operations of each problem and
solve them appropriately

Social Studies

1. Reading charts, graphs, and tables
2. Map reading that .equires the student to locate

specific information

Lkerature
1. Wriong a character sketch that asks the stuuent to

give a detailed description of a particular person in a
story

3



CATEGORIZATION SKILL

Defitunotr To use reasonable ersus ague critma for
classifying information: to form accurate. complete. and
organized categories of intormauon. (From Leta nmg
Style Profile Etammer's Manual, p 5) Categorization is
taking new information and placing it in the existing
structures of long-term memory or creating new catego-
ries when none exist Narrow categonzers tend to use
precise criteria in identifying new information. Precision
in defining the characteristics of data makes placement in
existing categories more likely Broad categorizers tend to
perceive new information more vaguely and are not
always accurate in placing it into existing structures.

Sample Items from the ISP

The following questions give averages for several
categories of things. Decide what you think should be
the largest and smallest choices for each category
and mark them on your answer sheet. (No combina-
tion of choices will gnie you the true average so no
arithmetic is needed. For each question, just choose
the number you think is the most likely.)
The length of the average whale is about 65 feet. What
do you

17. is the length of the longest whale?
A. 120 feet C. 86 feet
B. 190 feet D. 75 feet

18. is the length of the shortest whale?
A. 6 feet C. 52 feet
B. 43 feet D. 21 feet

Research Base
Gardner (1953) observed that all persons are charac-

terized by equivalence range (category width) preferences
in a variety of adaptive tasks. They vary widely in the span
of objects which they are willing to place under one
conceptual heading. Some persons categorize broadly and
are comfortaNe placing a variety of objects in one cate-
gory. Otheis are uncomfortable w t broadly defined
categories and prefer to create categories with few items
or a narrower range of quahties. Pettigrew (1958) con-
cluded that a person's tendency toward broad. mLdium.
or narrow categorizing remained consistent ov cr a wide
range of tasks.

27

Studies of categorizing width by Bruner and Rodrigues
(1956) show ed a general tendency toward coarseness or
fineness in categonzing. Their findings offered further
support to the conclusion that indiv !duals are character-
ized by consistent differences in equivalence range in a
wide ariety of situations.

The basic difference between narrow and broad cote-
gorizers seems less a matter of sensitivity to differences in
objects and ideas than in the degree to which individuals
feel impelled to act on or to ignore awareness of the
differences. Broad categorizers tend to focus on the
obvious. Narrow categorizers use salient uetails to form a
larger number of categories.

When categories are more tightly defined, they are
more accessible for future learning and problem solving.
New information is judged in terms of dear parameters.
matching the new with the existent. Letter! (1985) found
that narrow categorizers do better in school because they
are able to identify new information with enough preci-
sion to place it accurately into the network of categories
of long-term memory. Information that is placed more
accurately in long-term memory can more easily be
recalled when it is needed.

IntrIduction of Categorization Skill to Students: Ex-
plain to the students that. when you place information in
related groups or categories. you are "filing- the informa-
tion in the brain. If ou use general titles for the files, the
information may be lost because it is grouped together
with other similar information. If you separate the infor-
mation by giving It a specific title, the information will
remain neat and distinct. When you need to recall specific
informi 'Ion. you can more easily find it because it has
been stoi,:d in a specific category.

After this simplified explanation of the importance of
the skill, give students a verbal and written definition of
the skill.

Categorizationto form accurate, cow' ..te, and
specific groups of related information.

'I he following practicc activ ities emphasize the use of
,ategonzation generically. The content examples demon-
strate how categonzation skills ar e. used in most class-
room activitiLs.
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Audience Level: 6th-9th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Categorization

Practice
Activity: Differences

Objective: To ,-,..12,e the differences and the relation-
ships among similar concepts. based on some
standard.

Procedure: Give students a copy of this sheet or write
the sets of alternatives below on the black-
board or a transparency. Have students num-
ber the alternatives in the order of the least
to the most differences from the standard.
Number each list in order by writing the
numerals I. 2. 3, 4, 5 in front of the words.

1. From hot to co/d
sunshine
ice cube
water
chilly
flame

3. From s/ow to fast
moving car
turtle
rabbit
fish
glacier

2. From big to little
gorilla
bee
boy
skyscraper
dog

4. From young to o/d
grandmother
colt
fossil
bird
infant

Audience Level: 6th-9th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Categorization

Practice
Activity: Alphabetizing

Objective: To create simple but practical categories for
relating information.

Procedure: Give students a copy of this sheet and ask
them to write down the alphabet:

1. Write the words beiow in alphabetical order.

kind hen take fork

put wool big play

good new step again

2. Number the following words in alphabetical order.
Watch the first three letters at the beginning of each
word as you alphabetize.

List 1 List 2

anxious exercise

_ ancestors expected

broader figure

breeze failed

brushed filtered

brilliant fumiture

choice fawn

collie faucets

charged future

coal fuse

List 3

probably

price

pressed

refuse

remaining

recognized

restocked

_ realized

shy

shocks



Audience Level: 6thI2th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Categorization

Practice
Activity: Category Challenge

Objective: To practice creating specific and accurate
categories.

Materials: A word bank for each student and multiple
wordcard blanks.

Procedure: Instruct the students to pick from the word
bank any three words that can be grouped
together to form a category. List the three
words on a category card and write a title for
the group.

Everyone sht:uld develop four to ten cat-
egory cards. It is important to stress that
each student work independently, because
all cards will be used for the game.

When the cards are completed, have ev-
eryone form a large circle. (If there are more
than 20 students, form two circles.) The first
person should pick one card and read only
the three words listed for the category. The
words should be read out loud and directed
to the person on the immediate right. After
listening to the three words, if that person
can accurately name the category. he or she

CATEGORY TITLE

29

earns a point. If that person cannot name the
category. the person reading the words earns
a point. The challenger may request "a mole
specific title." For example. if the three words
are June, July. and August, the player might
say "months of the year" (which is accurate).
but the challenger might request "a more
specific title." The player might then say
"summer months." Next, the player picks a
category card and reads the three words to
the person on his/her right. The acti%ity
proceeds around the circle in this manner.

CATEGORIZATION SKILL: WORD BANK

bulletin rain July
athletic broom mop
apple fish thunder
nickel bicycle map
Hawaii periwinkle Puerto Rico
principal median lily
eel lake glass
sponge August sign
June Sheriff steel
vacuum Philippines ramp
fcg pamrilet car
mug strawberry violet
hail book iron
dime snow

CATEGORY TITLE

CATEGORY TITLE

/Nimni1111 alMarlff

CATEGORY TITLE

CATEGORY TITLE CATEGORY TITLE

0 r'
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Audience Level: 6th-9th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Categorization

Content
Application: English/Language Arts

Objective: To review the parts of speech by forming
accurate categories.

Materials: A word list and a category chart for each
student (see pages 31 and 32).

Procedure: Instruct students to cut out all the word cards
and arrange them on the category chart. Seven
of the word cards should be used as category
titles. There are seven blanK cards to be used
to add one original word to cach category.

0 1.^,

...t l
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TEGORIZATION SKILL: WORD LIST

nouns violent mysterious prepositions

They behind tiny red

pigeon tripped off t-shirt

interjections slogan Alice and

onto listen verbs overslept

but you WOW uver

yeah ugh flipped pronouns

adjectives their alley skidded

scarf I throughout prowl

or coach rush he

she swerved conjunctions oh



CATEGORIZATION SKILL: CATEGORY CHART

CATEGORY
TITLE

CATEGORY
TITLE

CATEGORY
TITLE

CATEGORY
TITLE

CATEGORY
TITLE

,



Cognitive
Skill:

Activity:

Objective:

Materials:

Procedure:

Audience Level: Senior 9igh School

Categorization

Creating Categories

To formulate accurate categories for catego-
rizing concepts.

A copy of this worksheet for each student.

Read the f-Illowing lists of words and group
the words for each list in at least five catego-
ries. The key to the activity is carefully
choosing the concepts that form the catego-
ries.

LIST 1 LIST 2 LIST 3 LIST 4
Analyzing Astronomy Botany Acting
Biology Cycle Chemistry Aerospace
Cause- Designing Essay Energy
Effect Drama Identifying Observing
Change Hypothesizing Inferring Oceanography
Classifying Measuring Interpreting Physics
Defining Meterology Matter Predicting
Evolution Novel Non-fiction Questioning
Geology Organism Relativity Researching
Poetry Physiology Spelling Short Story
Psychology Population System Space-Time
Reading Writing Zoology Universe
Speaking

4
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Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Categoriration

Grouping information by specific charactensfics helps
students store the information in an organwed %%ak for
more efficient retrieval.

Content
Suggestions:

Science

Observations r charts that require grouping data; for
example. the st igioups of the periodic table of chemical
elements

Literature
Comparine story characters. settings, plots. etc.. by

listing the distincthe features and grouping the informa-
tion to draw comparisons

Math

Grouping shapes by %ken-defined characteristics; for
example. circles. squares. triangles, cy finders. pyramids.
etc.

Social Studies

Grouping ideas or organizations by similarity of opin-
ion or ideology; for example: Liberal. Conservative: Com-
munist, non-communist: realist, idealist. etc.

-E



SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING SKILL

Definition: To process information sequentially and
verbally: to readily derise meaning from information
presented sequentially or s e rha I 1. (From Learning St,Ilt
Profile Examiner's Mannal. p. 5) Often labeled successise
processing. this skill is one of two modes of information
processing as ailable to all indisiduals. Along with simul-
taneous processing. strength in this skill is related to an
indisiduars habitual mode of processing information and
the nature of a gisen task. Sequential or successise
processing refers to processing information in serial or
temporal order. Indiy-iduals strong in this skill fasor the
processing of information in a step-by-step. linear fashion.

Sample Item from the LSP

Look at the sample puzzle below. The shapes used in
this sample are marked A, B, C, D. and E. Some of the
shapes are not used in the other puzzles on this page.
Only one shape is missing from each puzzle. Mark the
letter of the missing shape on your answer sheet.

A

,I 1 4 t\4
Research Base

Sequential or suceessise processing is based on the
work of the Russian psychologist Alexander Luria (197$).
He proposed that the brain was composed of three
functional units or blocks, each with a structural compo-
nent of three levels. According to Luna. each block had a
specific function to perform and w as ivlated to the other
blocks Block two is located in the occipital. parietal. and
temporal lobes of the right and left hemisphere. It was in
this block that information was processed in two qualita-
t. '2!! different ways. -amultaneous and successise Strength
in both modes of processing was deemed crucial to
successful performance and each was required in differ-
ent degrees to perform all tasks

Various studies indicate that school achiesement is

related to both simultaneous and successise processing
(Das. 1°73. Sprecht. 1976) Krywaniuk (1974) found that
high achieving third graders were superior to low achies-
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ing third graders in all the tests of simultaneous-successise
processing. Das. Manos. and Kanungo (1975) diseuyered
that lower socioeconomic children demonstrated a pref-
erence for the successwe mode. These findings may well
relate to the deprisations in background and expenence
more likely to be found in poor children. They are less
likely to hase deseloped the rich cognitise structures to
which many s is ua I expenences can be linked. Kirby and
Das (197') concluded that neither one of the information-
processing dimensions was more or less importam to
school achievement High achiesement in school was
related to high les els of ability in each mode of processing
information.

Introduction to Sequential Processing: When we pro-
cess information using a sequential processing mode. we
use analysis and step-by-step procedures. Traditionally.
schools hase emphasized the sequential processing mode.
For example. we use grade levels to show progress in a
linear fashion: sse follow a rigid (fails schedule of classes:
we sit in desks that are usually aligned in rows facing in
one direction: and we pursue our curncula in lockstep
fashion.

In learning to reau. most of us started by sounding out
the words and breaking them into individual letter sounds
so that we could pronounce the word. By breaking them
down into smaller parts. we were able to sound out tl--
smaller parts and then combine them. This process is
sequential. In learning to do arithmetic. %se diside. multi-
ply. add, and subtract by following a series of spec.. .e.

procedures. As we progress to higher mathematics. we
learn to solse equations by working systematically from
the inside out. Both these processes ins olse using a
sequential approach.

At this point. ask the students to identify other actisi-
ties that are (lone in a sequentril fashion (e g.. language
learning. scientific experiments. etc )

The actisities described in the anals tic skill sectior
support sequential processing. PY hen you approach an
actisny analytically. you break the task into its parts to
better understand the w hole. 14, hen you process sequen-
tially. you place these parts in order for better understand-
ing. The flowcharting actisity described in the analy tic
skill section uses both analysis and sequential prot.,..ssing.
In writing doss n all the steps of a particular task. we are
using analysis. BN ordering those steps in a linear pattern.
we are processing the information sequentially. Many
actisities in school and in life require sequential process-
irg Strength in sequential processing is important to
success.

4 2
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Audience Level: 9th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Sequential Processing

Content
Applicatiorc Social Studies or Lanetraee Arts

This activitiy may be done by students alone, in pairs.
or in small groups. Assign students to read a passaee from
the text or from another source of information that you
provide. (You can also use a videotape. audiotape. film.
etc.) Ask the students to read the material and link the
major ideas and concepts toeether by lines usine an
approach sometimes called webbing or cognithre net-
working. An example follows:

Reading: In 1960 in Greensboro, North Carolina, four
black college students decided to protest the custom
of providing standing-room-only for blacks at lunch
counters. They sat down at the lunch counter of a
dime store and refused to leave until they were served.
Scores of black students joined them. Thus, the sit-in
movement began.

Sit-in demonstrations against segregation and dis-
cnmination in public facilities, jobs, and housing spread
rapidly throughout the South and then across the
nation.

1960

GREENSBORO. N C/
FOUR BLACK

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

- DECIDED
TO

PROTEST

LUNCH
COUNTERS

/
SAT AT
LUNCH -

COUNT ER

DIME
STORE

UNTIL

REFUSED
TO

LEAVE

SERVED

SIT-IN DEMONSTRATIO N

I SCORES OF BLACK STUDENTS

j JOINED TH-5711

SIT.IN M01, EMENT BEGANI

I JOBS 1

BEGAN

AGAINST
SEGREGATION

PUBUC
FACIUTIES

I

I HOUS'NG I-

(Other exampks of webt,ing or similar exercises can be
found in Mary Frances Claoaett's monograph Bcdanung
the flemophtro. &dill Researih and the Twat* of
Writing and m Peter Russell's The Brain Book.)



Audience Loa 6th-8th Grade Find the areas of the circles below using the steps in
the procedure above.Cognitive

Skill: Sequential Processing

Content 1 2.
Application: Geometr-Area of a Circle (A)

Objective: To find the area of a circle by following the
steps of the algorithm. This actiity was
pro% ided b Mrs. Cind King. middle school
mathematics teacher. P. K Yonge Labora-
tor School. (This kind of acti it% also re-
quires anal)tic and discrimination skills.)

Procedure: i. Measure the diameter of a circle.
2. Dnide the diameter in half to find the

radius
3. Squar,.: the radius.
4. Multipl) 11), 17

5. Now %au hme the area (A = r")

Example:

1. d = 6.7 cm
2. d/2 = r = 3.35 cm
3. (3.35)2 = 11.22 cm
4. v2x17.11.22 x3.14
5. A =17 r2 = 35.23 cm2

37

3.

For additional practice in the acti it. use the CoFnime
Skill Information Sheet. "Area of Circles.- on the follow-
ing pages.

41,
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COGNITIVE SKILL ACTIVITY SHEET
SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING

Area of circles (B)

A baseball club wants
to cover its circular
field with artificial turf.

How much turf
should they order? To
answer this question
you will need to find
a formula for the area
of a circle.

Find the area of each circle below.

6. Area =
"

1. What is the circumference of the field?

yards

A model of the field can be cut into pie-shaped
pieces. These nieces can be rearranged to form a
figure tnat is almost a parahelogram.

The area L a parallelogram is
the base times the height.

In this "parallelogram," the base
is 1/2 the circumference

of the circle, and the height is
the radius of the circle.

2. Why is the area of the "paral-
lelogram" equal to the area of
the circle?

A = b h

A =12- c r

A = 11-1- -r

A = Tr r2

3. Find the amount of turf needed to cover the field.

Radius =_ yards Area = square yards.

This lesson %%as excerpted from the text. Applicauons in
Mathematics. Course A. b.), D Johnson. V. Hansen. W.
Peterson. J. Rudnick. R Cle% eland. and A. Bolsteer. Scott
Foresman & Co. 1972. Reprinted by permission of Scott.
Foresman & Co.

7. Radius _ 8. Radius =

Area = _ Area =

9 Radius =

Area =

10. Would you get more Table 2
pizza if you bought

Pizza Radius I Are.
two 8-inch pizzas or
one 16-inch pizza? 8-inch

Complete table 2. 16-1nch

11. If you double the radius of a circle, is the area
doubled'?

12. Should a 16-inch pizza cost twice as much as an
8-inch pizza?

13 The world's largest
reflecting telescope is
Hale Observatory on
Palomar Mountain,
California. Find the
circumference and area
of the lens.
Its diameter is 200
inches.

Circumference =

Area =

r0

inches

square inches

re* I

- 4411



Cognitive
Skill:

Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Sequential Processing

Content
Application: Various

Any time you use a classroom activity in which students
are asked to follow a step-by-step procedure. you are
asking them to apply sequential processing skill. The
following list of activities includes examples of sequential
processing in a variety of content areas.

1. Completing an experiment in a science class by follow-
ing a step-by-step proces..

For example:
ChemistryFinding the percentage of water in a
tomato. (See the next page.)

"?. Preparing food in a home economics class by following
a recipe.

3. Constructing a project in industrial arts. metals. or
graphics by following directions that are spelled out in
a step-by-step fashion. Students apply the steps in the
order given.

4. In photography, developing film by following specific
directions in the proper order.

5. In physical education, practicing a skill or doing an
aerobic exercise in accordance with a specific step-
by-step procedure.

A G
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ACTIVITY SHEET SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING

THE PERCENT OF WATER IN A TOMATO

Pre-Lab Discussion
Percent tells the ratio of

each part of something to
100 of the whole thing. For
example, to say that 15%
of a piece of meat is fat
means that there are 15
grams of fat (the part) for
every 100 grams of meat
(the whole).

In order to calculate a
percent, the quantities of
both the part and the whole
must be measured in the
same units. To perform the
actual calculation, the quantity of the part is divided by
the whole quantity and the result multiphed by 100%.
For example, if a 200-gram piece of meat contains 30
grams of fat, then 15% of the meat is fat'

30 grams fat

liquid
part ct
tomato

X 100% = 15%
200 grams meat (includina fat)

Percent is important to chemists in a number of ways,
but especially as a means of providing information about
chemical compounds. Chemical compounds are sub-
stances composed of two or more elements. The chem-
ical composition of a compound tells the percentage by
mass of each element in the compound. For example,
water is composed of the elements hydrogen and oxy-
gen. The chemical composition of water is 11% hydro-
gen and 89% oxygen. This means that every 100-gram
sample of water is composed of 11 Dams of hydrogen
and 89 grams of oxygen.

In this experiment, we will v,ork with percents but will
do so using a familiar objecta tomato.

Purpose
Find the percent of water in a tomato.

Materials and Equipment
To mato
Strainer anu spoon, or food mill, or blender
Beaker, 400-ml
Funnel
Filter paper
Laboratory balance
Aluminum fod (for a surface upon which to spread out
the mashed tomato while a is drying)
Safety glasses or goggles

Safety
Observe good lab safety practices. Do not eat or drink

any part of your tomato. Foods that are handled in a
chemical laboratory can easily become accidentally con-
tarninatal with chemicals.

Procedure
1. Read the entire remainder of this lab before carrying

out the next step of this procedure.
2. Prepare a written plan of action that descnbes the way

you plan to proceed with the work. Get your teacher's
approval of your plan before you begin any lab work.

Preliminary Questions
As part of your plan of action, answer the following

preliminary questions:
A. How will you separate the water from the other

material in the tomato?
B. When you separate the sohd part of the tomato from

the liquid, the solid part will be wet. While drying the
solid, how will you find out how much liquid is being
lost in the drying process?

Hints
1. You will need to separate the water from the solids in

the tomato.
2. You can speed up the evaporation of liquid tomato

from the moistened solid by spreading out the pieces
of solid on an already weighed piece of aluminum foil.
(Do you see the purpose of weighing the aluminum
foil before spreading the mashed tomato on it?)

Lab Report
Your lab report should contain the following. (1) a

description of the procedure you followed (which must
follow exactly the approved plan o: action you devised
before you began the lab work), (2) a clearly wntten
record of the data you collected, (3) a description of your
observations, (4) dny calculations you may have made,
(5) answers to the following questions.

END-OF-LAB QUESTIONS
1. What is the percent, by mass, of water in the tomato?
9 The water that you obtained from the tomato was not

pure. How did your procedure take this into account?
List some of the substances that might Pe in the liquid.

3. How does the percent of water in a tomato differ from
the percent composition of a chemical compound?

4. How do the results you obtained compare with the
results of other lab teams working with different
tomatoes'.

5. If there are significant differences between your re-
sults and the results of other teams, how might you
account for these differences? How might you go
about determining whose result is the most accurate?

6. In the light of your experience in the lab, would you
revise your original plan before determining the per-
cent of water in another tomato? If so, how and why
would you change your plan?



SIMULTANEOUS PROCESSING SKILL

Definition. To process information N isually and pictori-
ally (From Learning Style Profile Examinerls Manual. p.
6) This skill :s one of tw o modes of information processing
av ailable to all indiv duals. Along with sequential or
sUCCessIN e processing. strength in this skill is related to an
indiv idual's habitual mode of processing information and
the nature of a given task. Strength in simultaneous
processing indicates an ability to grasp sy stems of v isuo-
spatial relationships, to perceive the separate elements of
a w hole, and to see the bigger picture when only parts are
mailable. Simultaneous pro,essing involves skill in rela-
tional thinking. i.e.. perceiving an ov erall pattern from the
relationships among ,mponent parts.

Sample Item from the LSP

Look at each form below. Then decide which one of
the four parts to each question .^tually comes from
that form. The parts are FACING THE SAME WAY as
the form, but are larger. Mark the letter of your choice
on your answer sheet.

Research Base

Simultaneous processing is based on the work of the
Russian psychologist Alexander Luria (1973). He pro-
posed that the brain was composed of three functional
units or blocks, each with a structural coalponent of three
levels. According to Luria. each block had a specific
function to perform and was related to the other blocks.
Block two is located in the occipital, parietal. and tempo-
ral lobes of the right and left hemispheres. It was in this
block that information was processed in two nnalitatively
different ways. simultaneous and successive mrength in
both modes of processing was deemed :rucial to success-
ful peiformance. and was required in different degrees to
perform all tasks.

Various studies indicate that school achievement is
related to both simultaneous and successive processing
(Das. 1973: Sprecht. 1976). Krywaniuk (1974) found that
high achieving third graders were superior to low achiev-
ing third graders in all tests of sinudtaneou.s and successive
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processing. Das. Manus, and Kanungo (1975) discovered
that lower socioeconomic children demonstrated a pref-
erence for the successive mode. This finding may well
relate to the deprnations in background expenence more
often found in poor children. They ale less likely to have
developed the rich cognitive structures to which many
N isual experiences can be linked. Kirby and Das (1977)
concluded that nt ither one of the information-processing
dimensions was more or less important to school achieve-
ment. High achievement in school was related to high
levels of ability in each processing mode.

Introduction of Simultaneous Processing to the Teacher:
Probably less is known about how to help students
develop this cognitive skill than any of the others. Yet, to
be able to grasp the meaning of something all at once is
much like the "aha- experience associated with insight
into the solution of a problem which you have been
struggling with for some time.

People have the capability of using both simultaneous
and sequential processing of information but usually
depend more on one than the other for a variety of
reasons. Choosing one approach over the other may be a
result of habit patterns developed early in life and not
altered. Schools usually emphasize sequential processing,
thus giving students with this proces,ing tendency an
advantage. The fact is that both forms of processing are
necessary to succeed in school and in life.

One way of grasping meaning all at once is illustrated in
cartoons such as the one below:

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

THE FAR EIDE Cartoon by Gary Larson is reprinted by
permission of Chronicle Features San Francisco CA
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Note that understanding the cartoon requires that you
process all the elements simultaneously to -*catch" the
humor. Television shows like "Laudi-In- were based on a
similar idea. The pun is a ty pe of humor that usually
requircs an immediate grasp of the idea. Benjamin Frank-
lin quipped at the signing of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, -We must hang together or. most assuredly, we
shall hang separately." Grasping the meaning of Frank-
lin's statement requires that the reader comprehend the
relationship of the parts of the statement.

You could extend this approach by having students
look for humor in television commercials or create hu-
morous labels for common objects in the classroom. In a
social studies current events lesson, for example. the
students might look for newspaper headlines that capture
the meaning of the whole page. In other subjects, students
coula be asked to read the section headings of a chapter
and then create one omnibus heading that would capture
the essence of the entire chapter.

Simultaneous processing refers to the integration of
separate elements into meaningful wholes. This can be
accomplished through direct perception (seeing). by ex-
trapolating a visual image when only portions of that
image are known or available, or by representing the
components of a system simultaneously. The resuit is
processing that enables the student to see higher order
meanings (relationships).

Introduction of Simultaneous Processing to Students:
When we process information using a simultanLous mode.
we use visual cues and insight. Rather than processing
things in a step-by-step linear fashion, we grasp the whole
meaning at once. We see the -big picture." When we
process information using a simultaneous processing mode.
we are able to bring together separate parts to form a
whole. The formation of the whole does not require that

e be aw are of all parts or that w e see the parts in any
partkular order. Good simultaneous processors are able
to predict or inkr how things will end up by %MA, Mg Only
part of the information. When they look at a picture or a
graphic, they see something all-at-unce. Their processing
enables them to grasp relationships by representing all the
parts simultaneously.

Strength in processing information simultaneously ery
often depends on the kinds of experiences we had grow-
ing up. at home and in our formal schooling. When we
interpret spatial information (e.g.. in geometry). we are
applying simultaneous processing. When we weave to-
gether the intricate visual details of a plot into a mean-
ingful whole or comprehend a complex descriptive narra-
tive. we are applying simultaneous processing. How well
we do any or all of these activities depends on the level of
our simultaneous processing skill development. Students
who do well in school usually are strong in both simulta-
neous and sequential processing. They are able to adjust
to whichever mode is required to succeed in an assign-
ment or activity.

Perhaps an example from a real life situation will help
you better understand simultaneous processing and when
it is the most appropriate way to process information. You
are driving along a major highway in your city or town.
The time is 5:00 p.m.. the rush hour. People are getting off
work and headmg home. There is a great deal of traffic. A
lot of information is coming at you. In order to negotiate
y our w ay through the traffic and arrive at your destination
safely. y ou need to be aware of every thing at once. To do
otherwise would mean focusing on one car at a time and
not being able to grasp w hat other cars w ere doing In
grasping the whole, you are using .,imultaneols process-
ing

4 f-)



Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Simultaneous ProcessinE

Content
Application: Various

Activity: Alternate Uses

This activity is based on work done some ears ago in
creativity. Provide students with a list of common house-
hold objects as a warm-up. Ask them to think of many
different uses for each of the objects that are different
from the ones for which the objects were originally
designed. For example, a brick can serve as a paper
weight, a door stop, a device for removing wrinkk:s from
a garment, a support for a broken window, etc. The idea
is to help students see that objects can have many
different uses. The exercise is fun and enlightening. You
can expand the exercise to various academic subject areas
by giving students a list of objects associated with a
subject area and asking them to visualize as many alter-
nate uses as they can. For example, these objects are
found in science labs.

BEAKER MICROSCOPE
PETRI DISH TEST TUBE
BUNSEN BURNER TEST TUBE HOLDER
BALANCE SLIDE

This activity can be done in brainstorming groups or
individually. See how long a list of reasonable and alter-
nate uses the class can develop.

50
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Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Simultaneous Processing

Content
Application: Various

Several other activities c in be used to help students
practice the skill of simultaneous processing. The follow-
ing are generic in nature but can be adapted for use in a
variety of subject areas.

1. Assign COLLAGE ACTIVITIES in which students
are given a topic and asked to illustrate the concept in
a holistic way by a collection of pictures cut from old
magazines. Some typical topics are hunger, peace, love,
joy, responsibility, success, ani justice. The possibilities
are endless. The idea is to get students to define a
concept in ways other than by a series of words or
symbols. The collage should help the viewer grasp the
meaning of the concept all at once.

2. Employ a TACHISTOSCOPE to present instructional
material. The tachistoscope is a machine that presents
information to students at varying speeds. It has been
used in the teaching of reading, and in helping students
to develop a more defined perceptual organization, or
both. By viewing words and phrases at speeds ranging
from VIII to 1/25.1/50, or Viouth of a second. students can
be taught to read in thought units. The information is
presented on a disk with 10-15 frames. The machine
can be used in any subject area. Processing vocabulary
words or other information quickly can help students
improve the speed of their perceptual organization.
The primary purpose is to help them see mole, all-
at-once, rather than one-step-at-a-time.

3. Use VISUAL ACTIVITIES in which students are given
incomplete information and must predict tl- e outcome.
Show a film with a story line, for example, stop it at
strategic points and ask the students to predict the next
part or the outcome. A similar activity can be done with
comic strips. Show the students two of four or five frames
of a popular comic strip. Ask them to draw what comes
next and to complete the story.

4. Create an ADVERTISEMENT. Select an issue of
national or international importance such as world
hunger, child abuse, or racial injustice and have stu-
dents develop an advertisement to solve the problem
or improve the situation.

5. Prepare SOUND MAPS. Divide the students into task
groups and have them record a sound map of the school
on a tape recorder. Play the sound maps and have (other)
students draw visual maps by listening to the various
sounds. You can focus this activity by making sound
maps of the science lab, the art room, the library, or the
gymnasium. Then move on to world events. Cleate a
sound map, for example, of the Presidential election or
the Olympic Games or hostage negotiations.

Reprmtcd from Open Mind, Whole Mind by Bob Samples
Copyright (c) 1987 131. Winch and Associates/Jahnar Press.
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Audience Level: 9th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Simultaneous Processing

Content
Application: Social Studies. English/Writing

Activity: Hidden Meanings
Ask the students to write a sentence about

a concept you are studying in class, such as
leadership. justice, freedom, love, balance of
power, homeostasis. food chain, DNA, bal-
need equations. or rectangles. The possibil-
ities nre limitless and can apply to any sub-
ject matter.

The sentence should consist of 12 or more
words. Depending on the class and the stu-
dents, it may be written independently or in
pairs. When everyone is finished, ask a stu-
dent or pair of students to read a sentence.
Record the sentence on the board or over-
head projector.

Example: A patriot believes in freedom of
expression, equality of opportunity, and the
tolerance of others' creeds and opinions.

Display the sentence in this format.

CAUTION: This is not an easy exercise ay ' may cause
some students a good deai of hustration. You may wish to
work in small groups or with the whole class initially to
help students develop the confidence to persist and com-
plete the activity.

(Adapted from: Open Mind, Who Ie Mind 1.)., Samples.

1987.)

A patriot of opportunity others'
believes expression and creeds
in equality tolerance and
freedom of of opinions

Instruct the students to place their sen-
tences in a similar format. The idea is to have
them connect the words from left to right
with words that add to the definition of a
patriot (or some similar concept). The exer-
cise is designed to expand the students'
understanding of a word, definition, or con-
cept.

A patriot is of real
supportive

in the free expression of
ideas

achieving equality and

he/she beheyes

in

who freedom
sometimes
misuse
their

and of choice and
exercise

opportunity for others' lives

because

and availability of
different

creeds

tolerance for both
friends

and foes

of decision making
causing negative

opinions of democracy



Audience Level: ôth-121h (jude
Cognitive
Skill: Simultaneous Processing

Content
Application: Social Studies, Science, English, Physical Ed-

ucation

Activity: Guided Imagery
Have the students sit comfortably and

close their eyes. Ask thcm to relax. Intro-
duce a practice exercise that establishes a set
for thc morc challenging exercise to follow.
Ask students to imagine a familiar place or
experience. For example, "Imagine yourself
inside your house. See the different rooms,
their colors, and their furniture Now, imag-
ine your room as you left it this morning.
What did it look like? Was the bcd made?
Were all }our clothes picked up? Look at the
walls. Are there pictures, posters. or some
other objects on them? What do they repre-
sent? Notice as much as you can. Allow your
mind to wander, letting images come up
from memory. Now, imagine yourself pick-
ing up somc objec, in your room. How do,:s
it feelhard, soft? hot, cold? What color is
it? What does it smell like?"

When you complete the warm-up. tell
students that you arc going to transport
them back in time so that they can imagine a
real historical event as if they were part of it.
Instruct them once again to close their eyes
and to sit comfortably Have thcm place both
feet on the floor and their hands on thc desk
or in their laps. Play an excerpt from the
audiotape dramatization of Stephen Crane's
The Red Badge of Courage or read an ex-
cerpt from the novel. (The audiotape is
produced by Audiu :,,ibrary Classics and is
available in most book stores.)
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When the excerpt is finished, discuss what
ff,Jen t students experienced. See how much

information about the Civil War and the
circumstances surrounding the war the stu-
dents can remember. Ask how the soldiers
must have felt: wnat they experienced. Com-
pare and contrast the Civil War with ether
wars. Talk about visual imagery as a form of
learning.

See if the students can think of some other
ways to use the apnroach. In science classes,
students can imagine being part of somc
classic discoveries, such as those of Lavoisier,
Curie, Pasteur, and Salk. English, writc a
mind journey full of vivid images, read it
aloud, and imagine the adventure. In physi-
cal education, visualize the end result of an
activity rather than the stcps to get there.
This idea has bccn described by author Tim
Galway in the Inner Game of Tennis, in
which he teaches the learner to visualize the
ball going where she/he wants it to go. Golf
professional Bob Toski uses a similar ap-
proach, as does Michael Murphy in his book.
Golf az die Kingdom.



MEMORY SKILL

Definmon To retain distinct vs vague images in re-
peated tasks: to detect and iemember subtle changes in
visual information. (From Learnmg Style Profile Ltimun-
el.'s' Manua/. p. 3.) Students with strong memory skills are
able to recall accurate information Yy hen required to do
so. Because they store items in memory in an appropriate
manner initially, the information is available to them
much more readily than to students who show weakness
in this skill The memory skill, like other cognittY e skills, is
an individual way of responding. SulCes, in school is
closely related to skill in remembering information accu-
rately.

Sample Items front the LSP

Study the picture below carefully!

You will need to remember what it looks like.

You will not be able to turn back to see it again

Study the picture carefully'

Do not turn back to the page before this one

Is this picture:

A. The same as the one on the
page before this one?

B. Different from the one on the
page before this one,

Research Base

Memory is concerned yy ith the ways that inch% iduals
connect new information w ith information pre+ iouslv
encountered. The cognitive control principle of let, ding
and sharpening has been associated with strong and weak
memory. Holzman and Gardner (1960) show ed th,,t sharp-
eners were superior to levelers in their recall of old
memories. This principle was originally des eloped to
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account for performance on two dif ferent kinds of tests.
one requiring judgment about the sizcs of squares and the
other iequiring accurate judgments mer time (1 loliman
and Klein. 1954).

Researchers hake found that sharpeners do better on
both kinds of tests because they are attuned to small
gradients of difference. Les eleis do mole poorly because
they mimmize differences and tend to assimilate new
information into that prey tously expetieneed. Sharpeners
are better able to recoser past experiences. les elers are
not (Gardner. Jackson. and Messick. 1960). Holzman and
Klein (1954) found that know ledge about an individual's
tendencies toward leveling or sharpening could be pre-
sented visually in a time series. Holzman (1954) replicated
this study with items presented auditorily and kinesthet-
ically and obtained similar results

Santostefano (1985) viewed leveling and sharpening as
a phenomenon of development. He obsery ed that level-
ing was more characteristic of younger children and
sharpening more characteristic of oldei ones. If that is the
case, it is likely that older children who retain the ten-
dency toward leveling lime not developed their skills
effectively and should be capable of improvement w ith
appropriate training

Introduction of Memor), to Students:Memory is crucial
to all learning All ol us has e had the experience of trying
to remember something kse thought we had learned.
When taking a test or an tixammanon, we sometimes
struggle lo remembei the answer to a specific question.
We have studied the material. itit somehow we are not
able to recall it when we need to answer the question.

On the other hand, we rarely forget how to do some-
thing impoi tant pleasurable once we lime learned it.
We can go for weeks. months, and even years without
riding a bicycle 01 skating. and then w ithi minimum
practice do so again with relatiy e ease What is the
difference between lemembering how to do something
and remembering information in school'' In large mea-
sui e, it may hay e to do w ith how we leamed the informa-
tion in the first place.

School information not retained in memory' cannot he
remembered at all. School information memorized for
brief use might be remembered for a short time, but then
it Is folgoitc11 SchtMl Infurnlatiol integrated into what w e
all cads know is cry often iememheied as part of some-
thing biggei than itself. School infoi illation understood
and applied to a 111-1ile situation becomes a peimanem
part of oui memories. We neyer forget it, I his latter l\ pc
of learning is w hat happens w hen we leain to ride a
bicycle or to skate
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Research has shown that we remember things best that
are fzr.st, that are retent, that are linked to our experiences
(things we know ). and that are out.shinddig or different.
But remembering is not the same as learning, it only
forms the basis for learning. When something is learned.
it stays with us forever. It can be recalled w hen needed
because it is part of a larger structure with all kinds of
associations and linkages.

Knowing this, what can you do to improve the likeli-
hood that your school information will be retained long
enough to be integrated, assimilated, associated with, or
differentiated from the information you already know9
Several strategies are possible. To emphasize the first and
recent, you can plan frequent breaks in your learning so
that there are more firsts and more recents as you study
new material. You can do warm-up exercises before
studying just as you do warm-ups before doing pbysical
exercise. Memory warm-ups by reviewing materials pre-
viously studied ready the mind to learn. You can highlight
and emphasiPs material in different ways by the strategic

use of color, drawings, and emphasis
A particularly useful memory strategy is called mne-

monics (from the Grcek word "mneme" meaning "to
remember"). Everyone has used at least one mnemonic
device to rememl-,er something. The lines of the treble
clef in music are usaally remembered by the mnemonic
Every Good Boy Does fine, or the reciprocal of pi
(0.318310) in mathematics by the phrase "Can I remem-
ber the reciprocal?" The number of letter:, in each v ord
recalls the required numbers: Can = 3, I = I. remember
= 8: the = 3: reciprocal = 10. The -,entence Poor Children
Never Ever Have Good Breakfasts may he used to
remember the countries of Central America. Men Very
Easily Make Jobs Serve Useful Needs Promptly is a way
to remember the names of the planets.

The follewmg activities are designed to help you sharpen
your memories. Most are focused on short-term or work-
ing memory as the building blocks for more substantial
learning.



Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Memory

Practice
Activity: Simple Recall

Objective: To practice remembering exact patterns.

Procedure: Write the lines from the following poem on
the blackboard or on a transparency. Ask
students to hold the lines in memory as a
standard. Then write or show the five vai ia-
tions and ask students to decide whether
they are the same or different.

Standard: Snow is falling, falling down
falling all around the town.
It falls on me, it falls on you
A pale and silent guest.

(Remove the standard when showing the
variations.)

c. r,
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1. Are these lines of poetry the same 'Is the
standard? If not, how are they different?

Snow is falling, falling down
falling all mound the town.
it falls on me. it falls on you
, pale and silent guest.

Are these lines of poetry the same as the
standard? If not. how are the!. different?

Snow is cotr ing. falling down
failing all around the town.
It falls on me. it falls on you
A pale and silent guest.

3. Are these lines of poetry the same as the
standard? If not, how are they different?

Snow is falling, falling down
falling all around the town.
It falls on me. it falls on you
A pale and quiet guest.

4. Are these lines of poetry the same as the
standard? If nol. how are they different?

Snow is falling down
falling all aroimd the town.
It falls on me. it falls on you
A pale and silent guest.

5. Are these lines of poetry the same as the
standard? If not. how are they different?

Snow is falling, falling down
fallir 2 all around the town.
Snow falls on me. it falls on you
A pale and silent guest.

1.
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Audiencu Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognithe
Skill: Memory

Practice
Activity: Linking

Objecthe: To practice the memory techr.que of Link-
in2.

Procedure: Describe and illustrate the Link System as a
technique to remember things. The Link
System is used to remember things in se-
quence onl.t. Many things must be remem-
bered in this way A speech is a sequence of
thoughts. a formula is a sequence or series of
components: any number with more than
two digits is a sequence.

A problem with Linking. only at first. is
in making the linking picture: ridiculous.
Four simple rules will help you do this right
from the start.

I. The easiest rule to apply is the rule of
Substitution. Picture one item instead of
the other.

2. A second rule is Out of Proportwn. Try to
see the items larger than life. Make e% er-
thing gigantic ;or very small).

3 Another rule is Exaggeration. Tr% to .ee
"millions- of an item

4 Get Actum into sour pictures Action is
alwavs easy to remember

It takes imagination to form ridiculous
pictures in y our mind. The important thing is
that simply apply ing the svstem will give us
practice. The imagination will Improve. as
well as our powers of observation.

Guide the students throu?h this example:
Assume you want to remember these 10

items in sequence: shark, baseball. olive.
shoe. flower. cloud, salt. popcorn, tree, and
book.

Begin by picturing a shark. The new infor-
mation that you want to remember is ha.se-
ball. Form a ridiculous association between
those two items. It could be: a gigantic pink
shark playing baseball. The next item is
oht e. You might see the game being played
with a big green olive. Tne next item is a
shoe. Picture the olive being hit into a shoe
that has a purple ;totter on it. That flower
?sows and grows and reaches all the way to
the clouds. fhe clouds are full of salt and the
salt falls down on a huge string of pop,:orn.
The popcorn string covers all the trees in the
cit. The trees are all reading a big picture
hook. If ou have visualized truly vivid pic-
tures. you will have made the associations
and will be able to recall the 10 items in
sequence.

Have several students recall their associa-
tions while reciting the list of 10 items. Make
a list of 10 new items and have the students
repeat the technique You might want to
practice with a shopping list or a list of
errands.

Content
Application: This technique can b, ..sed in any content

ar,:a That has intormazion to be karned in
sequence (a Teech. formula. list of dates.
rulers in the order of their reigns).

i I or additional intormation, .e,.! Ilie %lemon Book Is%
I larr Lora% ne and Jan Likas. Ballantin,_ Books. 1974 )

G" r.
,...) t ,



Audience Le% J. 6th-I 2th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Nfemory

Content
Application: Various

Activity Chunking
It has been documented that the mind

can hold stnen bits of information at an) one
time, plus or minus two. An information in
excess of n,e to nine vas is more likel to be
lost.

The amount 01 information in the se% en
bits can be increased h reorganizing the
material into larger chunks Each chunk
should contain a large amount of informa-
tion. The more information ),ou can include
in each bit, the more ou will he able t )
R. member. The mind remembers the chunks.
not the amount of informa'ion.

In .-emembering a person's telephone num-
ben we usualI di% IJe it into three parts. the
area code. the exchange. and the number.
When tiling to spell a word such as -anndis-
establishmentarianism.- we can also ui. ide
the task into manneable chunks, or parts
anti-dis-establish-ment-arian-ism If ou can
remember larger chunks at one time, of
course. ou can increase the amount of space
ou ha% e aatlable to store and remember

other chunks.
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Consider the following list of w ords: Wash-
ington. police. depression. discrimination.
fares% ell. famil. car, equation. address, great.
tree, ethnic. balance. Read over the list quickly.
Close wur elf es and see how many words
ou can recall. Now. see what happens when

v ou reorganize the w ord list into larger chunks:
Washington's Farewell Address
Great Depression
police car
balance equation
ethnic discrimination

Reorganizing the words into o chunks of
information rather than 13 makes the list
easier to remembe r.

This principle of memory can be used in
an number of situations to increase the
amount of information to be remembered.
The chunking strateg helps people improve
their short-term memories. As a person be-
comes more familiar with the content of a
subject, she he finds it much easier to chunk
loformation. The more informzoon chunked
into one hit, the mo memor capacit is
freed.



Audiaiee Level: 8th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Memon,

Content
Application: American History

Activity: Pegu ord and Place Methods
Suppose that it is important for students

in an American History class to memorize.
in order, the first 10 presidents of the United
States. Actually. assignments such as this are
probably rare these das: but those requiring
students to memorize lists of terms. formu-
las. important eents in chronological order.
etc. are still common.

The pegword method for memorizing a list
associates each item with a rhyming word for
the number it represents. The common peg-
words for each number are the following:

one = bun
o = shoe

three = tree
four = door

= (heeIhie
SLX = sticks
soen = heawn
eight = gate
nine = line
ten = hen

For the example aboe. match the presi-
dents in order by associating their names
with the pegwords The first president was
George Washington. Form an image of Wash-
ington with a breakfast bun Picture George
seated at the dining room table with Martha
eating the biggest cinnamon %)un ou e% er

saw. The se:ond 7i-cm:lent was John Adams.
Farm an image of Adams and a shoe Think
of the Adams shoe compan in Adams.
Massachusetts. (The% manufaLtore a shoe
for high school students called the Adams

The Curd president was Thomas Jef-
ferson. Form an Image im.oKng Jefferson
and a tree Lees say that Tom Jefferson is a
world-renowned tree climber (In fact, he is
listed in the Guinness Book of Records for
the most trees climbed in a vear.) You con-
tinue forming associations until pia include
all i Presidents. To recali the 1.st. start with
"one is burl and recall the word associated
with bun Proceed down the list. recalling all
10 presidents in order. It N Important that
the pep% ord list becom e. so familiar that
remembering "one is hurl- and -tv.o is shoe-
is second na' ure.

The place method is a %ariation of the
pegword approach. This method is based on
the Roman system of remembering items by
associating them with a specific locus or
location. (Locus is the Latin word for place.)
You begin El!, becoming familiar with a stan-
dard list of locations. Take a familiar room
and dhide it into four sections of 10 places
each. Remembering 40 historic eents can be
accomplished b associating each eA ent with
a specific secnon and place in the room. The
first el.ent goes with space one in quadrant
one. The second oent goes with space two
in quadrant one, and so forth. To recall the
events. isualize the room at each space in
order.

These procedures can be used for arh
subject area.



Audience Lex el- oth-l2th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Memory

Content
Application: Foreign L-inguage or Vocabulary (Any Sub-

ject)

Activity: Key-Word Method
The purpose of the key-word method is to

help students associate pairs of words or two
sets of information. like 2 word and its
definition, or a country and its chief exports
imports, or states and their capitals. In for-
eign language xocabulary learning, students
are gix en a list of words in the second
language. say Spanish. with their English
definitions. Students are lsked to memInze
the Spanish equixalents of the vocabulary
Iist.

The key-word method begins by changing
the Spanish word into an easily pronounced
English word that sounds like the Spanish
word. Carta. for example. can be con% ertal
to cart and Inblioteca can be con\ erted to
bibliography. Next. an image is creatd to
associate the key-word with the English trans-
lation of the Spanish word. The more em-
phasis or exag,geration associated with the
link, the better the student will remember
For carta. the student could picture a large
letter in a grocery shopping cart.

Carta means Letter
(cart)

VAIWASSSAAVMAr

1,4KOMSMAWMPAMSI
UNISIMEMMOtInfTSZION1111...
WMOMMIAMAll
MOISMOIUMMEW

0 0
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For hiblioteca. the student could picture some-
one coming out of the library balancing a
large stack of books for his bibliography.

This approach can be used to link defini-
tions w ith ocabulary v ords in science. social
studies. English. or any subject. To learn the
definition of *cantankerous." for example.
the word canter could be the key-word. with
the image of a horse about to throw the
rider. The definitioa of -profligate" could be
remembered by using profit as the key-word
and picturing a man or w oman making many
purchases in a store. Other key-words could
link inentors ith their !mentions. histori-
cal persons with impoitant ex ents. and chem-
icals with their functions.

Vote. Research st 'dies in foreign language
suLn2est that the key-word method works
best w hen the teacher pros ides the key-word
and the students form their own imatles.

:Adapted from Educational PsyholoD. A Cognanc Ap-
proach t). Maer See also Atkinson and Ratnth. 1975. and
Pressle and Le% in. 1978
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Audience Lesel: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Memory,

Content
Application: Various

Acthit):, Structural Techniques
Students frequently n.ist read a para-

graph. a chapter. or a hook. Some students
undertake the task an,1 comp%h.md the
meaning easily, while others struggle to db-
.:user any meaning St,ident'z can compre-
hend what they read and remember it by
looking for a structure in the material. by
connecting the key ideas, linking them to-
gether ant.; relating them to personal experi-
ence.

Procedure: Plast. students in learning kams of four to
the persons. Appoint a recorder. Gist .. the
teams about 20 minutes to read the passage
below and structure the information into
main themes and ideas. Hase each team
record its structure on the chalkboard, a
transparency. or a shLet of chart paper. Dis-
suss each structure, noting the strengths and
NLaknecs of s;ach. Try to des clop a Lon-

ensu.s of att. beq to structun.. the pas-
sage for effecuse recall

The following N one way the inlormation
might he structured:

Stafrownt of ilk Theme Consern for en-
emies within the U S.
lintorual Reasons tor( 01ker11 The e,:nt
of the 192)s and 105
Later Reasons tor Concern German mil-
thin successes in Europe especially France

Ronk% of the Perverted Problem Popu-
larwation 01 spy hooks and mo% le

Alternate
Topics: Another way to organi/e the same passage is

by using the technique of Iwtworking. This
technique links together key ideas. showing
how the ideas relate to each other. Students

oi king individually or in pairs would de-
selop a pictorial representation of the "The
Enemy Within- paragraph like the example
on the following page.

Example. The Enemy Within
By December 1941, both the Arnencan people and

government had developed an acute sensitivity to the spy,
the saboteur and the fifth columnist. Much of the preoccu-
pation could be traced to World War I, for millions of
Arnencans remembered the Black Tom munitions explosion
and other exploitsreal or fabricatedof the Kaiser's
secret agents. The Red Scare which had followed had
helped to impant the image of the hidden, relentless sub-
versive, bonng away at the nation's vital core like the worm
inside an apple. As war clouds gathered in the thirties, the
image grew. The Spanish Civil War contributed both the
phrase "fifth column" and the notion of an internal enemy
poised to create panic, doubt and confusit,nall in perfect
coordination with forces attacking from the outside. In the
Arnencan mind, the German military successes in Poland
and Scandinavia were almost as much the work of the ftfth
column as of the Werrmacht. But it was the astounding
collapse of France which has most awesomely shown how
a saable nation wrth a highly regarded army could simply
disintegrate under combined pressures applied from wahin
and from without. By the time France fell, books on the
danger of subversion were finding a reaay market, as were
sensationalist exposés that told of a hundred thousandor
millionseemingly loyal Amencans waiting silently for or-
ders from Berlin. Hollywood founa in the "spy movie" a rich
vein, which it cont,nued to mine well into the war.

Reprinted \ith perm,ssion ot Charles Scribner s Sons. an imprint
ot Macnn:lan Publisnint! Co from "The Enem),nhi,- in For
the Duration h Lee Kennett Copy rifht 1985 Lee iscnri...t

f



Names For

I Subversive Activities in World War il F

[Fresent Problems

t c

Saboteur Fifth German Military The Fall of

c

Columnist Successes France

c

[ Previous History

I 1920s

I
Black Tom
Munitions

1930s I t t

t
LSpanish Civid
War

l

I

Undermin ng Unitt,J 1
States security

p = part of
t = type of

Fifth
Column

i

1 i

Internal
enemy

Panic, doubt, and
confusion

I = leads to
c = characteristic of

Po and I Scandinavia t

I
-4 Pressures from Within and Without I

I

I

IOutcomes

c

Public Concern and Interest in Topic I

i 1

Popularization of
spy books

6 1

I

Hollywood spy movies I



Audience Level: 9th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Memory

Content
Application: Various

Activity: Notetaking by MIND MAPS

Procedure: Tony Buzan. noted British psychologist, has
dm:loped a technique for taking notes that
combines many of the best ideas about mem-
ory He says that taking notes in sentences
runs contrary to the way our brains operate.
A better approach is to use key symbols.
images. numbers. and codes, as well as key
words, to enhance recall. MIND MAPS, as
he calls his technique, patterns information
so that its representation is more concrete
and more balanced.

In making a MIND MAP. the student
begins by placing the major idea in the
center of the paper and working outward
from the cen'er in all directions using key
u,ords. images. numbers. etc. The patterning
of information shows how things fit together.
A generous use of color. diagrams. and draw
ings can capitalrze on the brain's propensity
to recall visual images more easily than
words.

Students will be aiced in constructing
MIND MAPS1-)y remembering several guide-
lines.

1. The main idea usually has several sub-
ideas that support it. Keep the number of
sub-ideas to about seven, chunking infor-
mation in accordance with the brain's
known capacity.
In further developing the sub-ideas, again
restrict the number of chunks to the work-
ing capacity of the short-term memory.

3. Use single words or short phrases.
4. Print each word, using lower case letters

as much as possible. Use CAPITAL LET-
TERS for emphasis.

5. Print each word on a line: join the lines
together rather than the words.

6. Use several colors rather than just black
and white. (Colored pencils or pens are
important learning tools.)

7. Try to work in some three-dimensional
images.

8. Link ideas with arrows.

MIND MAPS may be used for notes in
any subject and to outline the structure of
books. lectures, meetings, inter% iews, daily
tasks. etc. Some presenters copy the MIND
MAP on a transparency so that the audience
can follow along.

The following example of a MIND MAP. on the next
page. is found in The Brain Book by Russell (1979).

1.



COGNITIVE SKILL: MEMORY

MIND MAP EXAMPLE
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Audience Level: 6th-9th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Memory

Content
Application: Various

Activity: Idea Tree

Procedure: A simplified form of networking using sub-
iieas, connectives. and arrows.

E ample: PRE-SWEEITNED KOOL-AID
To make pre-sweetened Kool-Aid, a large
container such as a pitcher or bottle, a
spoon, and a glass are the necessary pieces
of equipment. The ingredients are Kool-Aid
and water. The directions for making Kool
Aid are easy to follow: Measure the Kook
Aid and pour into the pitcher, add cold
water, and stir vigorously. The Koo!-Aid is
ready to pour and drink.

KOOL-AID

EQUIPMENT DIRECTIONS INGREDIENTS
/

both / \
Measure --i. Kool-Aid water

Pitcher into Pour both I
I \

f I Presweetened cold

t
Spoon with Stir

Glass into Pour

Drink

Cognitive
Skill: Memory

Content
Application: Various

Activity:

Procedure:

Audience Level: 9thI2th Grade

Concept Map

A simplified version of the MIND MAP
using sub-ideas and diagraming.

Example: PRE-SWEETENED KOOL-AID
To make pre-sweetened Kool-Aid, a large
contaii.: such as a pitcher or bottle, a
spoon and a glass are the necessary pieces
of equipment. The ingredients are Kool-Aid
and water. The directions for making Kook
Aid are easy to follow: Measure the Kool-
Aid and pour into the pitcher, add cold
water, and stir vigorously. The Koo! -Aid is
ready to pour and drink.

6:



VERBAL-SPATIAL PREFERENCE

Definition' Sonic students prefer verbal tasks, and some
students prefer spatial tasks. It is a matter of individual
preterence and may relate to ss hat an indisidual stud,:nt
has become accustomed to grossing up or in the process of
formal schooling. Student', who prefer serbal tasks usu-
ally perform better when taught in that manner. Students
who prefer spatial tasks perform better when taught in
that manner. It is helpful to teach students in accordance
with their preferences for new or difficult learning, and to
help them learn how to transform situations to their
preferences.

Sample Items from the LSP

Two WORDS or two SHAPES can go together in the
questions below.

These two shapes
go together

These two words i
go together

A. B. C.

Decide for each question if you like the two words or
the two shapes. Then mark your answer sheet

A. if you like the WORDS
B. if you like the SHAPES

HEAVY

A.

COME

B. C.

Research Base

Individual differences in learners have been the basis
for many suggestions to improse teaching and learning in
schook Studies hake h potheswed that to the degree
individual characteristics can h.: diagnosed and appi opri-
ate prescriptions implemented, student learning \A, ill in-
crease. Cronbach and Sums (1977) advanced the nolion
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that one can and should expect interactions between
learner Lharacteristics and instructional methods. This
obsersation led to a ss hole series of studies that examined
the interaction effCcts between the subjects of the exper-
iments (the students) and tht. trLatments (the methods of
teaching).

A preference for serhal tasks may or may not he
related to an ability to proct.ss information sequentially. it
may or may not be related to an ability to process
information simultaneously (Keefe and Monk. 1988). The
point to remember is that verbal-spatial is a preference
for one kind of task or presentation of information over
another. No clearcut correlations exist between verbal-
spatial preference and any other LSP subscale. The
preference is independent and can exist in combination
with other types of skills or preferences. The orientation is
cognitive in function, however, and for that reason it is
grouped with the cognitive skills.

Introduction of Verbal-Spatial Preference to Students:
The teacher should help students to understand that
preference means a prefeired way of thnng things. For
example, most people write ss itli their right hand. but
some use the left hand. When anyone tries to switch from
his/her preferred way of ss ming. it fls 'funny" or
ass kss ard He is doing something he is not usal to doing.

Preference for verbal or spatial tasks is similar to
handwriting. Some of us like to do things that are verbal.
ss bile others prefer things that are spatial or non-verbal.
Reading a hook or writing an essay are examples of
verbal tasks. Constructing a graph or draw mg a picture
are examples of spatial tasks.

Neither way is better than the other, it is just a matter
of preference One way feels more comfortable than the
other. When given a choice. "verbal people" choose
ve:bal actisities and "spatial people" choose spatial activ-
ities. There is also some evidence that ss hen we are taught
the way we prefer to learn. ss e learn more,

The Activities: The ss a y most teacher', teach places
More emphasis on serbal actis Ines than spatial one', with
the possible exception of sublects ss ith more spatial tasks.
like geometry. drafting. and art.

Much of ss hat teachers do in the clx,sroom emphasizes
prefer ence lot 5cr ial tasks at the expense of spatial tasks.
Becalhe teachers stress kerbal actisines sut.h as reading a
textbook or an article. ss I iting a formal paper or answers
to questions. note taking. outlining. led ur mg. and discuss-
ing. \ L.' base cho,en to cite sample dais Hies here that ai C
spanalls oriented. in a S anet of subject aleas

0 I
; 1



Audience Level: 6th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Verbal-Spatial Preference

Content
Application: English

Activity: The Sun-Shadow Mandala

The purpose of this one-week lesson is to facilitate
student writing skills with spatial task orientation It is

based on the work of Mary Frances Claggett of the Bay
Area Writing Project and Alameda High School. as
modified II:, Vich Clifford of the P. K. Yonge Laboratory
School.

Day One: Completing a Mandala chart. Students fill
out the chart by naming one thing that they identify with
or admire in seven different categories. This is called the
Sun Image. In thc column next to the words, students list
one adjective that describes the selection. Next, they list
something they do not identify with or admire, again
using the seven categories. This list is the Shadow Image
In the last column. students describe the shadow words
using one adjective per word.

Day Two. Constructing sentences explaining the paired
choices (each image and its quality) For example. I

admire the quality of in a because
OR iidentify with the quality of

in a less hocause
Days Three and Four Making tli Mandala itself Hake

the students draw a laige circle on a sheet of plain paper.
(The paper may he w hitc or any color.) !lase them
arrange all the Sun and Shadow images. 14 in total. within
the circle by drawing them or representing them symbol-
ically. The students may want to divide the circle into two
parts, the Sun images (po,inse/public) in one half and IT
Shadow images (negatise/pmate) in the other. Students
should he encouraged to make their Mandalas attrawye
by using colored pencils, pens. or markers At the end of
the fourth day. share some of the Mandalas wit!) th- class

Da Fn e. Hake the studems w rite two sent.mees. onc
using all the Sun images and their qualities (14 words).
the other using all the Shadow Images and their qualities
(14 words). Arrange the two sentences around the exte-
rim circumference ol the circle. Usually the Silo sentence
is placed on the half of the circle with the Sun Image
drawings or symbols and the Shadow sentence on the hall
of the circle with the Shadow Image di awmgs or symbok

Homework. Have students focus on an aspect ot one of
their sentences and write a paragraph or story to go with

l'he length of the writing assignment can be a matter o1
individual choice A well-winten paragraph capt ming the
essence of the Sun or Shadow imagcs and qualitie7s would
be enough

Audience Level: ôth-8th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Verbal-Spatial Preference

Content
Application: Social Studies

Activity: Longitude and Latitude

Arrange the c;assroom into five rows with six desks in
each roW Draw a schematic of the classroom rt.Aks and
seats on an acetate and place on an overhead projector.
Project the schematic on a screen. Row one should bc
labeled with a Roman numeral "I,- the second row "IL"
and so on through "V." Each desk in each rosy should be
labeled with a letter from "A" to "F."

Stand at the doorway and, as students enter the class-
room on a given day. hand them a 3 X5 card w ith a
location listed (e.g., IA or 11F). Tell students that the card
indicates where they will sit for the next unit of work and
that the place can be located by finding their scat on the
chart projected on the screen. This exercise may cause a
little confusion, bui only at first. Soon, the students will
understand and with little trouble find their new seats.

The experience of iocating oneself on a seating chart is
similar to the use of longitude and latitude. The intersec-
tion of the horizontal and vertical lines establishes with
precision where to sit. Show students how we also use
horizontal lines (rows) and vertical lines (seats) on a globe
to establish location. This process can help students
understand the concept of place location on a globe or
map. and perhaps even to discuss basic mis itzation and
other ideas.

Other Activities

Typically, social studies classes are conducted with
leeturc s. disca,sion. or textbook reading To break this
type of lock-step approae1, ask students to take old
maga/mes and construct a collage of pictures that defines
absti act concepts such as democracy or peace. Once
constructed, students should explain \shy they selected
each of the pictures

6 t)
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Audience Level: 9th-12th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Verbal-Spatial Preference

Content
Application: Foreign Language

The following activities were developed and are used
by Jonita Stepp, teacher of French and Spanish at P. K.
Yonge Laboratory School.

1. To teach French verbs, ask students to draw two
houses with people in them and to label the following
actions: to leave, to enter, to go up. to stay. to go down.
and to tall down Once they have labeled the actions
within the house, have them write a story about what is
happening.

TSortir

_
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7. Have students pantomine a series of different groom-
ing activitic presented in the second language: e.g..
brushing Wein, combi ig hair.

8. Ask students to close their eyes and visualize non-
concrete words spelled out in their favorite bright
colorshot pia, neon Nue, chartreuse. Of course. they
must visualize the Nvords in the second language.
To teach command oro.,, have students: (a) Prepare
an advertisement about a Tecific product and use
commands to convince peoplo to buy the product; (b)
Develop "how te- demonstration speeches with props;
e.g.. how to make a peanut buiki ,andwich or how to
set a table. Students must use commands such as "put.-
"set,- et.:. in the speech.

9.

To teach new N'oo buhry or to review. paste pictures
cut out from catalogs on 3x5 cards. 1. Re thcse
flie,h cards as an alternative to the usual \ ord ersions

3 Conduct a scavenger hunt of familiar objects. Students
must name the objects in the loreign language as thc
find them.

4. Make an album of family pictures. Label each membei
of the family in French or any other target language

5. Have a fashion show in which students describe each
other's clothing in French. Spanish. German. ev.:

6 Have students act out various commands pi cnted m
the second language For nample. "Close the door."
"Open the window"'

6"
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Audienc Level: 6th-8th Grade

Cognitive
Skill: Verbal-Spatial Preference

Content
Application: Mathematics

Objedive: Graphing

Materials: Packages of M&Ms for each student

Activity BLgin b reminding students that M&Ms come
in five colors. The task is to guess which colors
will occur most often and least often in the
unopened packages you distnbute.

Ask students to open the packages and
arrange the various colored pieces on a graph
sinnlar to the sample below. Have them com-
pile the data for their own paLkagt..s. and thai
compare the results with onc other student.
They should mark the highest circle for each
color and shade tlw circles below it. (If they
want to eat the M&Ms after they have com-
pleted the exercise. it is all right.)

16
15
14

O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 013
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

1° 0 0 0 0 0
9- 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0

5

4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

110 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0

Brown Green Orange Tan Yellow

COLOR

12
1 1

Whc a all graphs have been completed, hold
a class discussion about the differences in tl'o
students' counts. Suggest that a clan chart b,
made. Prepare five acetate in advance, one
for each color to facilitate the collection of
the data. as shown below

GREEN M&Ms

NUMBER IN
PACKAGE

TALLY FREQUENCY TOTAL

0

1 1 1 1

2 1 1 2

3 1111 4 12

4 11111 111 8 32

By a show of hands, have the students report
the number ot the different colors in each
package Do all five colors. Have a class
recorder list the appropriate tallies for eac.;
color. Record the grand totals on a sixtf
acetate as follows:

COLOR TOTAL

BROWN

GREEN

ORANGE

TAN

YELLOW

CLASS
TOTAL

Nm. distribute a Necond grapl similai to the
one they originally used to vIsu thie the talhes.
I la% C each student de% clop a scale to record
the data. c g oPe circle equak 20 or 25 M&Ms
Ime them shade the appropriate number of

en cleN using their scales. When a graph has
been completed tor the class data. ha% e them
compare the hdlies from their indi%klual pack-
ages lor similitintics and differences.

You can ha% c them Npecul.oe on how the
would giaph a 2-pound packa- af M& MS
You could 'nu oduce the concept of sampling
1)% ha% ing the Nt udents draw Namples of 10 oi
.20 M&NIs from the huge package to esti-
mate the distiibution of the entire package

how ,Slan%Ilt aml thlomunion 0, wnIzonon, b 1ni CNII of

Oregon MathematIL s ResourLe Prole,t Cop right 1977 b

Um rit ot Oteilon, otthhshed b e.in C Publkanon,
Sunn Calif RemoduLed uh 1)ernnssion

Smulai e (Aches can be found in S'tat/stic % fit I. %ample.

Aplo ,nn, Data, h F \Iosteilci. et al Addison-Weslo
Pteolishin Compan, Inc

6%;



Other Activities

I. Creative exercises for geoboards and geocubes can be
found in MATHIMAGINATION, Book F. Creatne
Publications, Inc. and GFOPOARD ACTIVITA
CARDS, Scott Resources, Inc.

2. Christian R. Hirsch. in "Finding Factors Physically.-
(Mathenuitics Teacher, May 1982) offers an excellent
method for factoring quadratic polynomials using phrs-
ical models. Students are able to discoer regularities
by using cutouts.

(N3

3. line-S)mmetr) in geometric figures can be taught
usin17 a deice called a MIRA. The MIRA is plaLLd in
the center of \ a nous shapes to help students decide

hether or not the shape is smmetrieal b. looking at
the mirror image. See the example on the next page,

A NIIRA can be purchhed from Creatne
5040 West I I 1 th Street. Oak Lzmn, IllinoN 0453 tor
approximatel SO.95 each.

From MIRA At mato for Junior thigi Geometn. h N
GiIlcpie Cop)right 1973 1). Mira Math published ti2.
Creatie Puhlicanons. Sunn!..die. Calif ReproduLed vdth
permission
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COGNITIVE SKILL: VERBAL SPATIAL

EXAMPLE OF LINE-SYMMETRY IN GEOMETRIC
FIGURES
Use your MIRA to draw lines of symmetry on the
following figures.

Use your MIRA ,o locate corresponding parts of each
figure.

Using a pencil, point to a part of the figure in front of the
MIRA. The image pencil points to the correspondinc part
behind the MIRA.

Corresponding parts are congruent. Same shape. same
size.

a)

c)

e)

b)

d)

0

7 6
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KEY TO PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES

This ke includes onl a select group of actit ities %%hose
ansuers are either not obt ious or are slightly complicated
Other am% Ines that hate set eral fairlt oht iousi solu-
tions are not listed here

Page

2 Analytic Skill: Identifying and Labeling

1

A

2. AC BCD

or any similar approach.

ACDE

3

Page

2 4 Any systematic approach is acceptable.

7

69

Analytic Skill: American History Case Stud)
QuestionsSome points to consider:

1 The Puritans expected perfection. They beheved
that religious perfection could not be achieved
within a herarchical church. and that the source
of perfection was the self, not an outside group.

2. In their search for perfection, the Puntans estab-
hshed their church, government, and school all in
one building, wiin local control by a Puritan elect.
They believed that a theocracy or union of church
and state represented the early Chnstian expen-
ence and best promoted personal perfection.

3. The Puntans were forced to make accommoda-
tions in their quest for perfectionism because of
the hardships they faced in their battle for survival
in The new land, their conflicts over temtory witn
the Indians, the defeat of the Puntan Common-
wealth in EAgiand, the nse of a successful mer-
chant class. the isolation of their settlements in
the west, and the declining femor of the younger
generation.

4 The Puntans were ehtists who saw themselves Ps
perfect and chosen by C -d to lead. They viewed
the !ndians as ,ess than perfect They would have
defended their treatment of the Indians as Justi-
fied by insisting that God wanted the perfect
ones to control the land and that the Indians had
no nght to it
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Page Page

10 spatial Skill: Spatial Thinking

2.

3.

BEGIN 1

END \ 11/
12 4(.4

2

6

\ 9

,g-aCr
11 Spatial Skill: Line S2,mnietr3

1 Yes (Honzontal)
3. Yes (Vertical)

12 Spatial Skill: Pat.orn

1

2 6
3. 16

13 Spatial Skill: Cubes

1 Same
3 Same
5 Different
7. Same

2. No
4 Yes (Verticah

Recognition

2. Different
4. Same
6 Different
8. Different

18 Discrimination Skill: Visual Attention

1. S 2. S 3 S 4. S
5 B 6. S 7.S 8. S
9. B 10. = 11. B 12. S

13. B 14. B 15. B 16.

21 Discrimination Skill: Hidden Words

C D;B1(1:71-01AIXZWI : I ! S 7-01 V

H..l V 01 I C ITI F AjTIFI
LIL x

TEIR)

ST M C A KA Lo I

E V 0 311 RMR& E 1 0

<-1: R ro-i--6-1, 12
i-

p 110 0

!BK.-.r 0 L 00G F 0 lugalgo
NE5, N Arm R OICI K 1

: ap.G AI I IN'ID EIA1C, DAN. FIG
Or 101SIS 1LiR.LQ

21 Discrimination Skiii: Hidden Numbers

A.

6

8

3 94,13:2 6,52;8,4i31!9 7 241

1 3 7 2 6 5 9 2 7 8 : 5 2 3 8 , 4

4 725 8:1,6 5 9,68,6,514,1 61

7 C 5 6 2 9 7 , 9 , 3 1 1, 7 ; 9 8 3 1 4 5 1 3 1

4 1 ( 9 ) 6 2 1 8 9 3 2 : 2 8 1

2 5 6 4 , 9 1 6 8 1

6 8 4 5 : 2 7 4 3 7 9 1 1\8 4 3 1 7 2 9

2 9 qi 9 , 3 H 94185 3\P 4
,

8 3 ! 1

3 5 1 3 8 5 7 5 2 6 1 1 I 3 8 5
,

'

6-8-5-73'j 6 2 1 7 4 ; 3 1 ! 4 7 i3 ; 9 1

2 9 1 8 9 ; 7 6 5 1 9 4 5 7 , 8 3 1 5 \-1j 2

B Dotted lines in ower right.
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22 Discrimination Skill: Hidden Meanings 23 Discrimination Skill: Charted Information

Y MIRIAW M CZ1:2114549,E

444.111111C) P I QIN,/
0 1.4;( A 1 vir, g rigrail

S TIE AI IN

E ' L 1

IllatallirMargenilwa D
R iniq Rvirjamo or R )(JIB N ;

7 A ID Wagwow; SIU I A 0 I C ti 1,1

RaRIT 0 NmiNi
luad BAT K Irg - Artarca E.-7 E I A

D I CT ' I ZIERN E1Z P E DANI P 1

Maw I IwiNc itx-Air

Can you find words that mean:
1. response to a question

ANSWER 14
2. under something

BENEATH 15

3. to purchaseBUY 16
4 the middle ofCENTER
5. one who helps you when 17

you are sickDOCTOR 18
6 to puli alongDRAG 19
7 the repetition of a 20

soundECHO 21

8 be afraid ofFEAR 22
9 beginning of the line 23

FRONT
10 to make a present

ofGIVE 25
11 to occur or come 26

aboutHAPPEN 27
12 in place of rather

thanINSTEAD

13 tnpJOURNEY
a cuttina instrument
KNIFE
branch of a treeLIMB
a thing exactly like
anotherMATCH
close toNEAR
many timesOFTEN
small horsePONY
calm, little noiseOUIET
take awayREMOVE
to look atPEER
the nignest pointTOP
below something
UNDER
to pay a call uponSEE
12 monthsYEAR
nothingZERO

71

1. Atlanta, Billings, Bismarck, Casper, Columbia,
S.0 , Denver, Des Moines, Evansville, Kansas
City, Las Vegas, Little Rock, Minneapolis-St. F aul.
Nashville, New Orleans, North Platte, Omaha,
Phoenix, Rapid City, Reno Sacramento, St. Louis,
Salt Lake City, Sioux Falls, Topeka, Tucson, Wich-
ita

2. Duluth, Flagstaff
3. Concord, N.H.
4. 101/77
5. 92/71. Cloudy
6. Auckland, Brussels, Buenos Aires, Frankfurt, San-

tiago. Sydney
7. 66/57, Cloudy
8. Lows Highs

Bnissels 46 70
Ne,v Delhi 76 90

25 Discrimination Skill: Pictorial Stock Market Report

1. Imported Car Co., A and L Auto, Wheels Inc.,
Fast Pedal Inc

2. Zenith TV, Eyeball TV, RTA
3. General Reflective, Kil-O-Wat Co., Brov.h-Out

Inc.. Power Authority
4. Green Grocers, Mall Grocers, Buy-Here Food,

Starr Food
5. All except Kil-O-Wat Co.
6. Imported Car Co., Green Grocers, Zenith TV,

Mall Grocers, Eyeball TV. Fast Pedal Inc., RTA
7 General Reflective, A and L Auto, Kil-O-Wat

Co., Wheels Inc.. Buy-Here Food, Eyeball TV,
Starr Food, Brown-Out Inc., Power Authority

8 Kil-O-Wat Co., Buy-Here Food, Power Authonty
9. Mall Grocers, RTA

10 Green Grocers, Buy-Here Food, Starr Food,
3st Pedal Inc

f.;
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Page

28 Clegorization Skill: Differences

1. From hot to cold 2. From big to little

2 sunshine 2 gonlla

5 ice cube 5 bee
3 water _L boy
4 chilly skyscraper

1 flame 4 dog

3. From slow to fast 4. From young to old

5 moving car 4 grandmother

2 turtle 2 colt

4 rabbit 5 fossil

3 fish 3 bird

1 glacier 1 infant

28 Cater-nizatiou Skill: Alphabetizing

1. Again, big, fork, good, hen,
step, take, wood

2. Lr.
2 ankous

1 ancestors

5 broader

3 breeze

6 brushed

4 brilliant

8 choice

10 colhe

_L charged

9 coal

kind,

List 2

1 exercise

2 expected

6 figure

3 failed

7 filtered

8 furniture

5 fawn

4 faucets

10 future

9 fuse

new, play. put,

List 3

probably

2 price

1 pressea

6 refuse

1_ remaining

5 recognized

8 restocked

± realiztd
10 shy

9 shocks

Page

32 Categorization Skill: Word List Category Chart

-C

>. 0

0 0 0

0
cr;

0

-g

co.

72 -0

c = a. 2

0 c .= c .c
(..)

2 a .:- 7/5 < 7-3 cf) 0
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33

37

Categorization Skill: Creating Categories

The four lists can be broken down into at least eight (8)
categories: Life Sciences (LS), Physical Sciences (PS),
nescriptive (Factual) Processes of Learning (DP),
Inferential (Deductive) Processes of Learning (IP),
Basi Concepts of Science (BC), Advanced Concepts
of Science (AC), Language Arts Skills (LA), and Types
of Literature (TL). The more obvious categorizations
are listed below.

LIST 1 LIST 2 LIST 3 LIST 4
Analyzing 9P) Astronomy (PS) Botany (LSI Acting (LA)
Bdogy (LS) Cycle (BC) Chemistry (PS) Aerospace (PS)
Cause-Effect (BC) Designing (IP) Essay (TL) Energy (BC)

Change (BC) Drama (11) Identifying (DP) Observing (DP)
Classfying (DP) Hypotheszing Infernng (IP) Oceanography
Deming (DP) interpreting (IP) ILS)

Evolution (AC) Measunng (DP) Matter (BC) Physics (PS)
Geology (PS) Meteorology Non-fiction Predicting (IP)
Poetry (TL) (PS) Relamy (AC( QuesfionIng (IP)

Psychology (LS) Novel (TL) Spelling (LA) Researching
Reading (LA) Organ:sm (AC) System (AC) (DP)

Spea, -g Physology (LS) Zoology (LS) Short Story (11)

Population (AC) Space-Trie
Wnt.ng (LA) (BD

UnNerse ,AC)

Sequential Processing Skill: Area of Circles (A)

1. 3.14 in.; 7.98 cm.
2. 785 in.: 1.99 cm.
3 19625 in.; .499 cm
4. 1.766 in., 4.49 cm.

Page

38 Sequential Processing Skill: Area of Circles (B)

1. 314 yards c=iTxd
c = 3.14 x 100 yd.
c = 314 yd

2 Because the two formulas are the same
A = b h
A = r2

3. Rac' Lis = 50 yards A = 12

Area = 7850 sq. yds. A = 3.14 x 50 x 50
A = 7.850 sq. yd

4. Area = 28.26 sq. ft.
5. Area = 2461.76 sq. ft.
6. Area = 38.47 sq. ft.
7. Radius = .88 ft.; Area = 2.43 sq. ft.
8. Radius = 1.15 ft.; Area = 4 15 sq. ft.
9. Radius = 15 ft.; Area = 706.5 sq. ft.

10. No
11 No-lt is quadrupled.
12. No-You get 4 times as much pizza.

Table 2

Pizza I Radius !Area

8-inch 4 in 50 24

16-inch 8 in 200 96

13. Circumference = 628 inches
Area = 31,400 sq. in.

7
c.

c = 7 x d
c = 3 14 x 20
c = 628 in.

A = 7 12

A = 3.14 x 100 x 100
A = 31,400 in

73
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Page

41) Sequential Processing Skill: Chemistr:s -Tomato
Experiment Hints.

A. Weigh the tomato before proceeding. Then pul-
verize the tomato in the food mill or blender.
Strain the liquid into the beaker using a metal
strainer that will not absorb the liquid. Spread the
remaining moist solid on the weighed aluminum
foil for drying.

B. To account for evaporated water, first we the
aluminum foil for its weight without the .1ato

mash. Then weigh the foil plus the moist mash
1..,efore any evaporation has taken place. When all
the water has evaporated, weigh the foil and
mash again. The weight of the evaporated water
is the weight of the moist mash minus the dry
mash minus the weight of the foil.

C. Add the weight of the strained water in (A) above
to the weight of the evaporated wator in (B) to
compute the total weight of the water by mass.
Weigh the dry tomato mash and subtract the
weight of the aluminum foil. Add the weight of the
water and the dry tomato mash and compare it
with your opening weight to see if any mistakes
were made in weighing or calculating. Finally,
compute the percent of water by mass in the
tomato by this formula:

weight of water
x 100%

weight of tomato
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NASSP Learning Style Profile
Interpretation Form

NAME DA I I GRADI

NASSP LEARNING STYLE PROFILE INTERPRETATION

COGNITIVE SKILLS(ienerai approach to processing information

ANALYTICThe abilik to identrk simple figures hidden in a
complex field: to anakie information, to use the critical element of
a problem in a different sa Most school-related achresement
requires tlw, skill. Related to algebra and natural science Louses
(Items 25-29)

SP:MALThe abilit to identik a geometric shape, remember it,
and discriminate it from other similar patterns Also, the abilth to
rotate obrects in the Imagination Related to geometr. dialling,
physics, art. engmeenng, and architecture. (Items 3o-4(1)

DISCRIMINATION--The ahrhk to %isualrie the important
elements of a task, to focus attention on required detail and as old
distractions, to do ss hat is asked (Items 7- I I )

CATEGORIZATION I he abilik to take sonic risk in cl, issi.f \ mg
info.mation. using reasonable (ss S ague) criteria to form accurate.
complete. and or.,:am/ed categories Narioss categowers use more
complete, accurate em,:gor les to elassik information 13road
categorvers lack accurac\ and organuanon in these tasks (Items
17-24)

SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING I hc abilik to proess
informal] 'n sequentralk taking items one step at a nme Ihe
ability to percenc the separate elements of expel remes. to re,pond
to information serbally Related to linear tasks (2 -6 2) and \ erbal
skills (reading or language arts) Example Being able to put ,1 bike
together alter reading the manufacturer's directions (Items 1 ()

SIMUITANEOUS PROCESSING I he abiht to respond to
nes'. information Sisualk and spatialk. to grasp the entire meaning
of an experience at once, to percene the separate elements ol a
\ hole and see the bigger picture s hen only par ts clic as arlable
Example. Being able to put a bike together lt ithow readmi4 tbe
manufacturers directions Inq (Item 12 P)

81
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N1EMORY -The ability to remember discrete I of information.
to detect and remember subtle changes m mformation, I lighly
related to school learning. recalling formula,. vocabulary drills.
spelling, and many of die basic skills of language and math (Item,
109. 110. 112, 114. 116. 11S. 119. 120. 121. 123. 124. 126)

PERCEPIA RESPONSES Initial nsponse to information

VISUALPreference lot processing information initially by seeing
it Those who are strong isual learners prefer vrsual. pictorial. or
graphic representations They often close their eyes to reconstruct
a picture of hat they are try mg to remember (Items 41-6(1 / A)

AUDITORYPreference for processing information Initially by
hearing it. Those who are strong auditory learners lik to hsten to
others talk at out ewenence They often repeat to themselves
\\hate\ er the, are trying to learn. Extraneous sound and noises are
distracting to tliem because they tend to respond to al; sounds.
(Items 41-60 / 13)

EMMTVEPreference for processing information initially by
reacting with feeling The response of strong ernome learners is
emotional and/or physiological. i.e.. becoming angry calm. happy.
tense. etc (Items 41-60 / C)

S I UDY AND INS I Rt IONAL PREFERENCES--Personal
piclefences loi the mom ational or en\ tronmental element, of

PERSISTENCE ORIENTAFIONWillingness to work at a task
be\ ond the requrted lime, to withstand discomfort. and to face the
prospect of radiate 'Hie high persistent learner work, at a task until
completed. seeking \\ hate \et help is needed to pia se. ere Fhe
persistent learner usuaily has a short attention span and glY es up
easily on demanding task, (Items 64. 74. 84. 91)

VERBAL RISK ORIENI1TION----Willingnes, to Ye-balue, to
state oplmon, e'en if other, disagree Verbal nsk-onented leatnets
are conon ,ble speaking out and defending then thoughts and
ideas Fhe do Nc.:1 in small groups mid make good debaters
(item, 75. 92. 9-3, 107)

MANIPULATIVE PREFERENCEPretet elm: lot lear ning oi
instruction through hands-on actry me, Mampulatn c learner, like
to build. fix. make, of put things together (Item, 64. 73, 52, 1(12)

TIME PREFER :NCE --Preference tor studs In" and lean ning
in the early morning ( hems 72. 106)
in the late morning (Items 59. (n)
in the afternoon (Items 94, 100. 104)
in the eY ening (Item, 62 66. 77)
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VERBAL SPATIAL PREFERENCEPreference tor learning o;
instruction through verbal or spatral actiities ( Items 30-35)

GROUPING PREFERENCEPrence k)r learning or
instruction in whole class, small group. or with one other student.
(Items 65, 70. 83, 90, 99)

POSTURE PREFERENCEPt eterence for lomat s. mformal
study arrangements. (hems 79. 87. 97, 105)

MOBILITY PREFERENCEPreference lor mok mg about and
taking breaks while stud), ing ks. studs mg :n one place until the task
is finished. (Items 76. 86, 103. 108)

SOUND PREFERENCEPreference for a quiet stud area \S
one with background sound (radio TV). (items 71. 78. 8. 101)

LIGHTING PREFLI.ENCEPrefetence for a bright ks, lower
lighted stud), area. (Items 61, 67. 69. 80, 98)

TEMPERATURE PREFERFNCEPreference tor stud mg in a
warm vs. a cool ern Irorment (Items 63. 85, 88. 96)
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